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Dora Schaffer 
Editor·ln·Chief : 
THE CLASSMATE With this edition, we wish to rfWelcome Aboard" the new families arriving 
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Alice Furgerson Box 1327 
Fleet Numerical Weather Facility 
Stanette Przekurat . 
General line & Baccalaureate: 
Joyce Knapp . Box 2189 
Environmental Sciences 
Gloria Bassett 




Naval Management & Ops Analysis 
Carol Beatty Box 1104 
Naval Engineering 














Nancy Saunders . Box 2498 372-4754 
Ordnance Engineering 
Pat Tirschfield 
Officers Wives Club 
Penny Bangert 
Activities Editor 
Box 1066 394-2074 
Box 2059 372-4222 
linda McCulloch. Box 1442 FR 5-6972 
International Reporter 
Susan Yocom . . Box 2302 375-0616 
CLASSMATE DEADLINE 
8th of each month, all social news to the 
Social Editors (listed above). Other copy by the 
10th c/ o The Editors, Box 2565 or Box 1522. 
Published at no cost to the U.S. Government by 
W. T. lee Printing Co., 529 Hartnell , Monterey, 
California. THE CLASSMATE was originated and 
previously edited by the wives of the students of 
the General line and Naval Science School. It is 
now sponsored by the Officers Wives Club of the 
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School. Material and 
opinions contained herein are those of the pub· 
lishers and are not to be considered an official 
expression of the Department of the Navy. Be· 
cause of its function as an unofficial medium 
for the Officers Wives Club, advertisements in this 
publication do not constitute an endorsement by 
the Department of the Navy of the products or 
services advertised. Copyright 1960. 
HE COVER NOTE 
We are indebted again to 
Meg Sharpe for ano ther 
striking CLASSMATE cover. 
We think it symbolizes well 
what we wish to say with 
this issue-sincere Season's 
Greetings to all at the USN 
Postgraduale School. 
In the past, only one large "Welcome Aboard" edition has been printed 
each year in July. Due to the new schedule of inputs to the school, over 300 
students will be reporting for classes beginning in J anuary; hence we dedicate 
this issue to them, in hopes that it may be of some service to them in their 
settling down to life here at Postgraduate School. 
We are combining two issues! the December and January, into this one 
edition. There will not be another issue until February, making the total issues 
ten per year instead of eleven. 
This is a special edition in another sense for us - it's our birthday! 
CLASSMATE is now going into its fifth year of publication and is growing 
each year_ We hope that it will continue to grow and to serve the school for 
many years to come. 
Our thanks to all those who have worked with us to present this Welcome 
Aboard-Merry Christmas-Happy Birthday edition. We presen t it with pride, in 
hopes that you will find much of interest. 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
This being a Welcome Aboard issue, I 
would lik.e to ex tend my personal welcome 
to a ll of you who are new to the USN Post-
graduale School area. I am looking forward 
10 seeing and meeting you personally at our 
scheduled gatherings, the third Thursday of 
each momh. However, there will be no 
program in December due to vaca tion holi-
days, but in January an International Night 
is planned which' am su re you will enjoy. 
More information will be sen t to you CO Il-
cerning this J anuary 21st program at a 
laler date. 
Every month your husband will discover 
a tt Pink. Flier" in his post oHice box. These 
are the news bulletins from the OWC SO 
please ask him 10 faithfully deliver them 
'0 YOU. 
A Member-at-Large is chosen each month 
from the forthcoming hostess Curriculum 
to act as liaison between the general mem-
bership and the OWC Board. Please remem-
ber to call the Member-at-Large if you have 
any suggestions, criti cisms or comments you 
woul~ like presented at the Board Meetings. 
This is YOUR Club and we are always 
happy to hear your ideas. 
There are many committees of the OWC 
and the Chairmen are always p leased to 
have another willing work.er volunteer her 
talents and time. If you are interested in 
working for the OWC or desi re more infor-
mation you will find the committees and 
chairmen listed on page 21. 
The owe sponsors many activities which 
are listed on page 44. These cover a large 
range of interests and I hope you wi ll take 
advantage of meeting and joining with other 
wives with whom you have a mutual inter-
est. You will probably notice that most of 
the scheduled classes and activities here are 
at night. This is intentional because frs tudy_ 
ing fathe rs" make such wonderful baby-
sitters! 
It will be my utmost pleasure to meet 
with you new wives at the Welcome Aboard 
CoHees which have been tentatively planned 
for the end of January. You will be con-
tacted by the Welcome Aboard Committee 
about the coHees. 
Merry Ch rislmas and I wish everyone the 
very happiest of Holiday Seasons! I pray 
we all have a successful New Year ahead 
of us. 
-Helma Anderson 
M EM BER-A T -LARGE 
FOR DECEMBER, JANUARY 
JOAN NEVILLE 
624-5716 
READ THE ADS! 
This month, there lire phone 
numbers hidden in the lids. 
If you find YOURS, you win 
II gift! 
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).p?' A Monterey Christmas 4!#-! 
Past and present combine in Monterey at New Monterey is trimmed with 14 large, Santlt, Special ~ 
Christmastime. Decorations, customs and painted, discs. Several artists painted them Fun for the children is the onJy purpose 
festivities from the Spanish conquistadores in whatever design struck . their fancy, so of the annual Santa's Special train trip. 
to contemporary artists join together to give no two are alike. Reindeer, cherubs, stars, Sixteen cars are run from Monterey to 
the holidays a truly unique air. etc., all bright with glitter, sparkle over Pacific Grove, complete with Santa to pass 
Possibly the oldest Christmas custom still the streets. out treats on the way. 
seen in Monterey is the perfonnance of Every town has a main Christmas tree ... 
Los Pastores or The Shepherds. Dating back. but even in that Monterey is different. A tradition is being established in Mon-terey today with the yeady shows of Christ-
mas creations given by various art galleries 
and establishments. Artists and artistic per-
sons make tree ornaments, gifts and dec-
orations and display them for all to sec. 
to the 1800's, it is a three-act religious Rather than being decorated with the usual 
drama of the shepherds' journey to the glass balls, several years ago Mrs. William 
stable. Usually performed in Spanish, the Arnold made a complete set of ornaments 
pageantry and choir still make it well worth for the huge tree. Stars, bells, candy canes, 
attending. It isn't put on every year, but all the familiar shapes have been carefully 
Everywhere at holiday time are seen 
echoes of the past. There are many more 
customs than are listed here, all waiting to 
make your Monterey Christmas distinctive 
and memorable. 
anytime that it is performed during you r made and colorfu lly pa inted. 
stay here, it definitely should not be missed. Most modernistic of the city's decorations 
A Spanish Christmas are the slat trees. Steel pipes and plywood 
This year why not give a holiday party slats have been formed into trees, then the 
in the Spanish mode, using ideas from the ffbranches" hung with gaily-painted orna-
old fiestas? Decorate with ceramic many- ments cut from wood. -Fran Preston. 
branched candelabra and tin tree ornaments 
cut like multi-pointed slars. For food, match 
the mood with a traditional snack of Mexi-
can hot chocolate and sopapias, little puHy 
pieces of pastry, deep-fried and powdered 
with sugar. 
Entertainment? What could he better 
than a pinata? These candy-fi lled pottery 
vessels, decorated with tissue paper and 
made in a variety of shapes, are suspended 
from a wire. Blindfolded children try to 
break. them open with a bat, while a helpful 
adult jiggles it just out o f reach. When one 
does succeed, candy rains down and a mad 
scramble follows. 
Another colorful item you might use is 
cascarones. Eggs are blown out, the shells 
decorated and filled with confetti, and the 
ends sealed. Use them for decorations first, 
then they may be broken to shower your 
guests with the confetti . 
Christmas on the Wharf 
The fishing lIeet has figured prominently 
in Monterey's past . . . and its influence is 
still seen in today's festivities. As in earlier 
ti mes, the boats in the harbor are gai ly dec-
orated. Slightly more recent is the custom 
of Santa's arrival at Fisherman's Wharf by 
fireboat (pulled by 8 seals, no doubt). 
With him are the Three Wise Men who 
distribute small gifls to the waiting children. 
A focal point of the city'S decorations is 
the tree on the Wharf. A tree is shaped out 
of pieces of wood, then draped with fishing 
nets and trimmed with starfish, fishing 
balls, seahorses and other ornaments from 
the sea. 
Indian Angtls 
Since Monterey attracts such a large con-
tingent of artists, many unique deco rations 
have been made for the city. The most 
famous are the Indian angels that trim the 
downtown lampposts. More properly, these 
are early Ind ian converts dressed as angels. 
The idea was originated and executed by 
Erica Franke several years ago. 
Christmas is a time for remembering. 
It is that sentimental time of the year when we put the thoughts we have been 
thinking all year into expressions of appreciation to our friends. We finally get around 
to letting our friends know that we really do think of them and the interest they have 
shown in us. It's not that we don't remember all during the year---it's just that at 
Christmas, filled with the joy that all humanity feels during that happy season, we 
want to put our thoughts into words and remember "out-loud." 
CLASSMATE is no exception, and we'd like to use a few inches of this edition 
as a sort of "Christmas Card from CLASSMATE," to express publicly our appreciation 
to several people who have helped us so much during the year. It is only through 
their consistent interest and cooperation with our efforts that this magazine comes 
to you each month. So we'd like to extend Season's Greetings and our heartfelt 
thanks to ... 
• .. Mrs. Donald ShaHer, our advisor, for being a steady right.arm with her 
interest and, on many occasions, our morale booster. 
· .. CDR L. R. Bemis, Public information OHicer and our liaison officer, for 
wading through our copy each month, helping us get much information, and lending 
a patient ear. 
o • • LT Mary Jean Burch, Communications Officer, and the men in the Student 
Mail Center for ::.eir cooperation in the distribution of CLASSMATE each month. 
· .. LT Beverly Hill , Audio·Visual Aids Officer, and the Navy photographers, 
for coming to our aid so often with photographs. 
· .. The Misses Mclndoo and all the ladies in Central Files for their help in 
distribution and their interest. 
· .. Our friends, the Security Policemen, for their interest and help on distribu· 
tion days. 
· . • Those at W. T. Lee Printing Company who bear with us, our copy and 
our make-up and are always so willing to try what we ask. 
· •. To our Curriculum Editors, section reporters, staff writers and all who con· 
tribute their talents-for their promptness, suggestions and willingness. 
· . . To our Advertising Director, who works so hard, and to our advertisen, 
who keep us going. 
• 0 • To you , our read en, who have so often made us feel so good with your 
comments, 
... And, finally but most of all, to our husbands, bless them, for their patience with 
us, for pinch. hitting with errands and as photographers, for being sounding.boards, 
and for understanding. 
THE HAPPIEST OF HOLIDAYS TO ALL FROM CLASSMATE 
Poge Four THE CLASSMATE 
8hristrnas, 1964 
Christmas means different things to many 
and varied people. For some, the emphasis 
is on the happiness of the children; for 
others, it's the giving and receiving of gifts; 
or the church service with the flickering 
candles and familiar carols; or the family 
gather ing at the big dinner. For those away 
from home, the day brings its yearning and 
longing for friendly voices and the tradi-
tional home festivities. Before the day is 
gone however, for everyone, regardless of 
point of view, Christmas is a day for re-
flection. 
The simplicity of the Christmas story as 
told in the Scriptures is such that even a 
child can understand Cod's coming into the 
world. But there is much more than just 
His coming. 
The Christmas story also tells of the woo-
drous dignity of man; because God has 
deigned to become partaker of our humanity 
and by His grace provided that we may be 
made partakers of His divinity. This is truly 
the great story of God's love for men. 
Christmas reminds us of man's essential 
worth, which springs from a threefold 
source: from the fact of his creation (in 
the image of God); from the mode of his 
existence (with intellect and free choice); 
and from the nobility of His destiny (the 
kingdom of heaven ). We are significant 
beings. ""e are not f!things" but "men." 
That distinction is very important, for 
things are made for men, but mtn are made 
for God. 
The seemingly helpless little Babe in the 
manger says all of this, not by His words 
but by His very presence among us. This 
is the message He brings to every member 
of the human family. 
May the riches and the treasures of God 's 
com ing among us be known and shared by 
everyone. May that time of reflection on 
Christmas Day bring the realization, that 
being made in His image, we are not a little 
above the beasts but a little below the angels. 
We have corresponding obliga tions. 
-Chaplain Thomas J. Burk e 
POWERS HALL CHAPEL 
CATHOLIC CHRISTMAS SCHEDULE 
December 24 CHRISTMAS EVE 
2400-Midnight Mass 
Christmas is Christmas around the world! 
The following Christmas Reminder first 
came to my attention in the home of a friend 
in Japan. The author is unk.nown. 
THIS CHRISTMAS: 
Mend a quarrel. Seek. out a forgotten friend. 
Dismiss suspicion and replace it with trust. 
Share some treasu re. Give a soft answer. 
Encourage youth. 
Prove your loyalty in word and deed. 
Keep a promise. Find the time. 
Give up a grudge. 
Forgive an enemy. 
Listen. 
Apologize if you were wrong. 
Try (0 understand. Flout envy. 
Examine your demands on others. 
Think first of someone else. 
Appreciate. Be kind. Be gentle. 
Laugh a little. Laugh a little more. 
Deserve confidence. 
Take up arms against malice. 
Decry complacency. 
Express you r gratitude. Welcome a stranger. 
Gladden the heart of a child. 
Take pleasure in the beauty and 
wonder of the earth. 
S~ak your love. Speak. it again. 
Speak it still again. 




0945-Christmas by the Chapel Choir 
1l00-Christmas by the Chapel Coir 
December 20 - Christmas Sunday 
0945-0rder of Service for Christmas 
Sunday 
IIOO-Order of Service for Christmas 
Sunday 
183{}-Caro ling by Youth of the Chapel 
December 21 - Monday 
190O--Caroling by the Chapel Choir 
December 24 - Thursday - Christmas Eve 
1900--A Service of Carols and Candles-
King Hall 
December 25 - Christmas Day 
Family Worship in the home. 
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owe News 
The International Wives will be hostesses 
for the January OWC meeting and are busy 
now with plans and preparations for a gala 
evening. All who attended last year's Inter-
national Night will remember the color of 
national costumes, exotic en tertainment, de-
licious refreshments, and beautiful displays 
representing all the countries in attendance 
at the USNPGS. This yea r we hope will be 
even bigger and better and hope everyone 
will attend and take advantage of the oppor-
tunity to meet and talk. to the lovely host-
esses. 
OFFICERS WIVES CLUB OF THE 
U.S. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
October I to 31, 1964 
CREDITS 
Balance on hand 
General Board Coffee 
Membership . 
Payments on luncheon reservations 




Ball refund returned (M. Daly) 
Reservations (or Fashion Show 
Total 
EXPENDITURES 
Cash for change 
Donation Am. Cancer Soc. 
O. L. Allen . 
Mrs. Knapp . 
Donation-Mtry. Comm. Chest 
F. Gibson 
Donation-Riverside Hosp. Va. 
Regier 
Kramer Bros. (charms) 
Penny Bangert (Pres present) 
Jan Loman 
Paula Jesberg ( In t'l Tea) 
Peggy Mauz (International) 
























Total $ 482.86 
Balance on hand Nov. I, 1964 $ 991.01 





December 25 CHRISTMAS DAY 
0900-Mass at Powers Hall Chapel 
llOO-Mass at Naval Air Facility 
of {!cam,{ 
DOLORES SO. OF OCEAN P. O. BOX 3545 PHONE 624·7617 
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"SIR SLOB AND T HE PRINCESS" 
(?hildren's CPlay to be 'Presented 
Four mem bers 01 the cast 01 "Si, Slob ana ' he Princess" or. shown ;n rehearsal lor ,h. lantasy to be 
present.d ,},is month . Conjuring up a spell ;s (le' t) Barbaro Norris os the Wizord, with Bill Norris 
a s 'he King . Lou l adets en the Queen and Mory K. Boles as the Princess. 
The Little Theater of the USN Postgrad-
uate School will present its second produc-
tion of this year on the weekend of Decem-
ber II , 12 and 13. For the Reond year, the 
Christmas production has been selected with 
children in mind. 
Sir Slob mid the Princess, to be presented 
by specia l arrangement with Samuel French, 
Inc., is a fa ntasy rep lete with royalty, a hero, 
a talking horse and lovable vi llains. The 
characters are sure to appeal to the chi ldren, 
and snappy dialogue will insure adult 
interest. 
Heading the cast of characters as Sir Slob 
• Look For tIN FUckerittg Gaslight· 
BehtPld tIN Park 
will be Bob Rasmussen, with Mary K. Boles 
as the Princess. Others in the cast include: 
Lou Jackets as the Witch and the Queenj 
Bill Norris as the King and the Old Manj 
Barbara Norris as the Wizard and the Giant ; 
Dinky Byng as Nag, the Talking Horse; 
Karen Steele as the Herald and the Lion, 
and Bob Beers, Gary Vesely, Tony Melle 
and Dennis Stratton as the Four Knights. 
LCDR William J. Davis is the producer 
for this presentation; Marguerite (Mrs. 
T . C.) Andersen will direct. Others on the 
technica l crew will be Bob Beers, technical 
director; Sara Crandall , costumes; Shirley 
~ ~mlf, 
CHARCOAL BROILED DINNERS 
Steaks· Ribs· Sa" Food 
LUNCHEON 12 · ) 
bTH "JUNrPERO • CARMEL 
CLOSED WEDNESDAY 
TELEPHONE b24-21]9 
Beers, stage manager; Betty Wilcox, light-
ing; Shirley-Anne K.innier, house manager, 
and Meg Sharpe, programs. 
Curtain Timts 
The performance on Friday evening, De-
cember 11 , has a curtain time of 6 p .m.; 
performances wi ll be at 3 p,m. on Saturday 
and Sunday, Due to the standing-room suc-
cess of Cindtrdla last year, attendance is 
limited to personnel of the USNPGS, Naval 
Air Facility, Point Sur, their families and 
guests. 
Tickets are 25 cents for children and 75 
cents for adults. There are no reserved 
seats, and tickets for all performances are 
on sa le at the Navy Exchange and in Herr-
mann Hall in front of the Bali Room. Come 
one, come all! Make this a family affair. 
Following the Sunday a fternoon per-
formance, the Commissioned Officers' 
Mess will offer a special Family Buffet 
for the convenience of those a Hending 
the play. 
N twcomtrs Welcomt 
This year marks the fourth anniversary 
of the Little Theater. The group attempts 
to produce three shows a year including a 
musical. Newcomers are always welcome; 
many talents are needed, especially that of 
c:!lthusiasm. 
Newly elected oIricers of the group are: 
Bill Davis, president; Bob Beers, first vice-
president; Nancy Leslie, second vice-presi-
dent; Anita Baumgardner, secretary, and 
Barbara Norris, treasurer. 
Program chairman John Wilcox has sev-
eral interesting mettings planned, including 
guest speakers Al Olinger, director of Cali-
fornia's First Theater, and Ig Heneford, 
drama instructor at Salinas High School. 
For further information, call Shirley-Anne 
Kinnier, 375·6835, or LCDR William J. 
Dayis, 375·3457. 
-Sltirlt',-A1Int Kinnttr 
Heading ,It. cas' lOT tit. producfion is lob 
Rasmuuen, sltown It.r. wi,1t sam. 01 ,It. props 
lor his ro/. as Sir Slob, Knight 01 ,h. Kitd.n, 
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Admiral Stone Keeps School Ties 
What we don't know can't hurt us! 
This old adage might not hold much 
water in our modern day Navy, accord ing 
to remarks made during an informal inter-
view with Rear Admiral Earl E. Stone, 
USN, Ret., who was superi ntendent of the 
Pos tgraduate School from December 1955 
until his retirement J anuary I, 1958. 
Speaking on the importance of Postgrad-
uate educa tion, Admiral Stone said, !11t is 
not easy to say in a few words what the 
value of PC education will be to the indi-
vidual officer. Without it he will have 
great difficulty achieving his maximum pro-
fessional capability in futu re service. In 
this day the Navy is necessarily a composite 
organization requiring particular skills in 
numerous activities which can only be ob-
tained through higher education of its per-
sonnel. 
!lEven when 1 was a young officer, this 
fact was recognized," he continued. f'The 
PC School has contributed tremendously to 
the dfec ti veness of the Navy and I am sure 
it wi ll continue to do so as more and more 
are afforded a specialized education." He 
said that many officers receive degrees as a 
result or endeavors at the school which is 
not only a great source of personal satisfac-
tion to them while actively serving the Navy 
but often proves to be a valuable asset upon 
retirement from active duty. 
Admiral Stone, who makes his home in 
Pebble Beach-much to the delight of the 
Navy and civilian community of the Penin-
sula-was graduated from the US Naval 
Academy in 1917-a year early because of 
World War I. He received PC instruction 
in Communications Engineering and Elec-
tronics and Sound at the School in Annap-
FROM THE COLLECTION OF .. . 
Rear Admiral Earl E. Stone , farmer Postgraduate 
School Superintendent, takes a I.w practice putts 
on the Scllool's putting green. 
olis in 1924. H e was sent on to Harvard 
the next year where he obtained a Master 
of Science degree. A native of Milwaukee, 
Wis., he retired from active duty in 1958 
following forty years of distinguished Naval 
service. The highlight of his career, he said, 
was becoming a flag officer by selection 
in 1947. 
Other high points he recalled most pleas-
antly included being assigned to his first 
command, the destroyer USS Long in 1935 
and to command and commission the new 
battleship USS Wisconsin in 1944. He also 
served as Director of Naval Communica-
tions in Washington and se rved on the staff 
of Fleet Admiral Nimitz at Guam. 
WE HAVE MANY FINE UNES OF 
FURNISHINGS IN CONTEMPORARY 
AND TRADITIONAL DESIGN WITH 
THE ACCENT ON SATISFYING 
YOUR PERSONAL TASTE 
755 BROADWAY. SEASI DE TELEPH ONE 394·633. 
" However, my last active assignment as 
Superintendent here at the school was one 
of the most gratifying and enjoyable tours 
of duty I have ever experienced. n As a re-
sult, he and his late wife, Eleanor Pritchard 
Stone, decided to make their home here 
upon retirement. 
!l it has been a pleasure to continue associ-
ations with the Faculty and Staff of the 
school and with the people in the local 
community," he sa id, !Iand of course to 
enjoy the beautiful scenery on the Peninsula 
-and the pleasant weather," he added with 
a chuclde. 
Admiral Stone became head of the school 
after having served as Commander, Train-
ing Command, US Pacific Fleet with Head-
quarters in San Diego. Recalling the high-
lights of his tour here he had this to say, 
" In addition to instructing several hundred 
US Military Officers, mostly Naval and 
Marine Corps and numerous foreign offi-
cers, there was the dedication of several 
large buildings comprising the PC School 
honoring officers who had distinguished 
themselves in Naval service. Among those 
participating in the ceremonies in May 1956 
were Secretary of the Navy Charles S. 
Thomas, Fleet Adm. Chester Nimitz, Adm. 
R. A. Spruancc, Adm. R. K. Turner, V. 
Adm. T. G. W. Settle, V. Adm. R. W. 
Hayler, R. Adm. H . A. Spanagel, Prof. R. E. 
Root, and Prof. C. C. Bramble. 
Another high point was the visit of Presi -
dent Dwight Eisenhower in the summer of 
1956 following his nomination to the presi-
dency at San Francisco. 
While Admiral Stone was head of the 
school the people of the Peninsula presented 
the school with the fl agpole on Navy D,!y, 
Various components 01 til. OMNI custom system. 
Full ta.e aown capability - no holes in walls. 
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Pictured above is an impressive group 01 gentlemen garh.recl at the USN Postgraduate School lor 'he officiol Building Dedication ceremony in May, 
1956. From 'elt: Reor Admiral H. A. Sponoge/ , Reor Admiral E. E. Stone, Dr. Bruce Conogo, Reor Admiral J. R. Redmon, Admiral R. A. Spruonce , 
Secretory 01 the Navy Charles S. Thomos , Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz , Admiral R. K. Turner and Vice Admiral T. G. W. Set"e. 
1956. This gift was under the sponsorship 
of the Monterey Peninsula Counci l of the 
Navy League. 
Perhaps one of lhe most important 
achievements during his tour at the school 
was the development of good relations be-
tween the school and the commun it y. This 
excellent relationship sti ll exists. 
The mosl obvious change at the school 
since he was here is the growth, he said. 
At that time the studen ts numbered approxi-
mately 1100 and the faculty 105. 
In answer to the question, \-Vhat are some 
of the most important characteristics of a 
successful Naval officer? Admiral Stone is 
well qualified to give this reply: The an-
swer has to be considered in light of to what 
the Naval officer aspires-whether it is pri-
marily Command in the line or whether his 
goa l is in Engineering or Science. For the 
Line Officer in Command, leadership is 
obviously the most important quality cou-
pled with integrity and intellect. For the 
officer more interested in Engineering and 
Science, probably more emphasis should be 
placed on intellect and creative ability cou-
pled with those qualities of the General 
Line Officer." 
Admiral Stone, who said he found all of 
his Navy tours enjoyable. is now happily 
engaged in a number of activities on the 
Peninsula which include being active in the 
local chapter of the Navy uague. He is an 
honorary member of the Monterey Rotary 
Club and sc::rves on the Board or Manage-
ment, USO. 
In his spare time, he enjoys gardening 
and learning to play golf-he emphasizes 
the nlearning." He has one daughter, Mrs. 
Ellen Stone Haring, a professor at Wellesley 
College where she heads the Philosophy 
Department. -Anne Smith 
~ef:tM 'De Smet4 pun I T Y B A X E n I E S 
M Il-TON R. aCR'"'IAN 
CONVENIENT LOCATIONS NEAR YOU 
C on,ult your telephone directory or call 373-1592 
THIS COUPON MAY BE USED AS $2 .00 IN CASH WHEN BUYING 
A DECORATED PARTY CAKE ORDERED IN ADVANCE AND MADE 
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU, AND MOST IMPORTANT - DECORATED 
THE WAY YOU WANT IT! 
To b~ 'folid cusromer sign below 
Name' ________________________________ _ 
Addreu ________________________________ _ 
mis Coupon Exp;res March 3r , r965 
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CROSBY'S CLAMBAKE 
Teither SIlOW, sleet, fog or rain will pre-
,'ent the world renowned Crosby National 
Pro-Amateur Coif Championship from 
being a huge charitable success. This will 
be the 24th playing of this golf classic 
(January 21-22-23-24) and many rounds 
have been played in all types of weather 
conditions. As always, well recognized names 
in golf, business and the entertainment 
field will brave the elements to play the 
three notable courses in the Pebble Beach 
locality: Cypress Point, Monterey Peninsula 
Country Club and Pebble Beach-cvery-
body plays all three courses. 
Bing's ffClarnbake" was played the first 
six years at Rancho Santa Fe outside of 
San Diego. In 1947 Ted Durein (manag-
ing editor of the Monterey Peninsula Herald 
and press director for the tournament) con-
,·inced the Crosby forces· to bring it to 
Pebble Beach. Ted assured them that the 
three courses at Pebble Beach were the per-
fect spot for the big field of pros and ama-
teurs. Crowds normally average 25,000 to 
28,000 for the four day event. 
Unlike other golf tournaments there has 
never been a salary paid to anyone for the 
many hours of volunteer work put forth by 
nearly 350 members of the community-i t 
is totally free of paid employees. 
The Bing Crosby Tournament Committee 
stages the event to raise money for the Bing 
Crosby Youth Fund. All tickets and con-
tributions are tax deductible. There are 
far too many organizations receiving aid 
from the Youth Fund to name each indi-
vidually but most of the major grants are 
made here on the Monterey Peninsula. Some 
of the organizations which have received 
several thousands of dollars annually are: 
8ill9 Crosby, host 'or th. Crosby Pro-Amateur Champiollship play.d onlluolly at Pebbl. 8eoch, 110 
10llger plays ill rhe rourllamellt but plays wir" "is hiends hequ.nrly just ""or. rhe rourllomenr srarfs. 
He is seell here on rh. lint tee at Cypress Poinr as his 'ounome storrs ro ree oU. 
1. Boy Scouts of America-S6,000 
2. Monterey Peninsula Counci l for Re-
larded Chi ldren-$ 16,000 
3. Community Hospital of the Monterey 
Peninsula-$IO,OOO 
4. First Presbyterian Church of Monterey, 
California-S5,OOO 
5, Carmel Youth Center-$3,685 
6. Marina Youth Center-$9,800 
7. Carmel Valley Communi ty Center-
$10,000 
8. Junipero Serra School, Monterey, Cal-
irornia-$2,500 
Also (here is a $100,000 scholarship fund 
for deserving students who need not be 
honor graduates or athletic stars. 
Not only is the tournament one of the 
most nationally known events of the Mon-
terey Peninsula but the proceeds remain in 
A Family Portrait like this is a line thing to have 
ana a grana thing to g;'(e 
CALL US TODAY 
fOR YOUR FAMILY'S APPOINTMENT 
" Across 'ram Maill Gore Theorre" 
fORT ORO TELEPHONE 242·6550 
Julion P. Graham p"oro 
this community. 
There will be an unlimited number of 
tickets available to military personnel of 
this area through Special Services at the 
P.C. School. Prices are: 
$10.00 for all four days 
Thursday and Friday-$3.00 each day 
Saturday and Sunday-S4.00 each day 
Enlisted men in uniform-S3.00 for the 
whole tournament 
Children under 12 are free. 
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~CHIPS FORE' CHARITY 
Phil Harr is and A. A. " Bob" Vttl., ge"ing ;n a 
1i,,1. practice while woiting to tee off in the 
Crosby Pro-Amateur Championship at 
P.bbfe SNell 
Julian P. Graham photo 
One can ex.pect to see such golfers as 
Arnold Pa lmer, Tony Lema, Billy Casper 
and Jade. Nicklaus. No doubt Phil Harris 
will be here, as he has in the past, Tennessee 
Ernie Ford and, of course, Bing Crosby 
himself. It might necessitate bringing a cool 
sports shirt, a raincoat and boots (even a 
jug of something stimulating). 
The Monterey Peninsula is known as 
the fICOJ( Capital of the World l1 and it's 
no wonder-there are at least ten courses 
within a radius of a few miles of the school. 
The school has its own course located 
off Fremont Avenue in back of the Mon-
terey County Fair Grounds. nlere are nine 
holes but two dirferent tees for each green 
therefore one can play 18 holes. There is 
an active ladies' group and every Thursday 
from 8 a.m. ' til I p.m. lhe course is turned 
over to the ladies. Joe Higuera is the pro 
and has an excellent selection of equipment 
and clothing in the clubhouse. 
There are four very capable instructors 
available to give lessons to men and women. 
They are Joe Higuera (club pro) , AI Foster 
(assistant pro), Ken Jolliff and Earl Swink.. 
All the men are teaching professionals and 
qualified to start from the beginning-<:ven 
for those who have never held a golf club. 
The lessons are $2.50 each or a .series of five 
for $10.00. Group lessons are avai lable also. 
Scotch Foursomes are held the last Sunday 
of every month-<:verybody has a good time 
and many are beginners. For information 
about the above call 375-4663. 
Many of the country clubs allow military 
personnel to play their cou rses for a green 
fee. I f you ' re interested in any particular 
club call them and find out if you are 
eligible. 
1£ you're not a golf enthusiast now, after 
your tour at the P.G. School you can't help 
but at least be a little more aware of the 
wonderful ou tdoor sport. --Su:ie deBoxtel 
A lorg. gall.ry on ,h. famous 16,11 at Cypress Po;n' Juring the Crosby Pro·Amat.ur Gofl 
Championship. Other courses played afe Pebble Beach and MPCC. 
Julian P. Grallam hoto 
COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE 
FINISHED SERVICE. ___ ::----:_--,-_-:-_~e .. rything ironed 
FAMILY SERVICE flat piece. ironed, apparel dried and folded 
FLUFF-DRY SERVICE e,e",hing dried and foWed 
FI2-2277 
DIAPER SERVICE 
DIY BAIlES ARE HAPPY BAIlES 
* you recei.e the lime diapers 
* lise o.r diapers or your own 
* .terilized wit. special diasof 
Fit 2-8958 
GROVE LAUNDRY 






The right lamp in the 
right place gives a lot 
more than light. 
That's why we've such 
a wide assortment of 
lamps here at 
Casa Manana 
every single one planned 
to add a decorative note. 
Some are sma ll and 
delicate-looking . 
some are big and 
dramatic ... some 
are quietly elegant. 
There are bases of 
carved wood 
alabaster .. 
copper with pewter 
wash ... du ll or glossy 
ceramiC. Co lors range 
from white to muted to 
brilliant to dark. 
Heights and shapes go 
from pudgy to stately. 
So when you want a 
good light on a 
decorative subject, you 
know just where to come. 
We're olun 
Friday eveni.ngs till 9 
~,~S~."~~N.~~~ IU:i 
c .rpeUnlir • In,.rlor. 
01)1'1 Abr .. oIUr ...... Mon ... r .. 
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Religious Art Sh 
Ruth Ann Pelree (Ielt) and Pot Hower, co-chairmen 01 'he Second Annual Relig ious Art Show, 
discuss plans w;,h FOlher Thomas J. BUf~e. 
During the week of J anuary 13- 17, the 
ballroom at the Postgraduate School will 
be transformed into an art ga llery. The 
occasion is the Second Annua l Religious 
Art Show sponsored by the Catholic Chapel 
Gui ld. 
The purpose of Ihis show is to further 
stimulate interest in the better traditional 
and contemporary religious art and to show 
what is available 10 the people through the 
local ga lleries and artists. 
The first show last December contained 
a representative sampling of art works from 
many religions and cu ltures. The response 
to this show was so enthusiastic and en-
cou raging that it is antic ipated that this 
will be an annual event on the cultural 
calendar of the Monterey Peninsula . With 
such a background of support and interest 
from which to draw, the Gui ld has added 
another dimension to the Show, This year 
there will be a competitive phase for both 
professional and amateur arti sts. 
The competition will co\'er all media and 
embrace all faiths. However, onl y residents 
of Monterey County are eligible to enler. 
In the professional category, $300.00 will 
be awarded to the "Best of Show" and an 
additional $300.00 will be divided for first 
and second place prizes in the divis ions of 
Ar ts and Crahs. Suitable awards will be 
similarly given in the amateur classes. 
Both the professional and ama teu r classes 
will be juried for selection. The jurors will 
Members 01 the correspondence committee or. p;ctur.d busily addr.ss;ng ,h. more tholl 
600 ;n'l';'ol;ons whic~ were sent to ort;sts ana collectors. 
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o w Dates Are Set 
Ma,ie McG uire (second from rigM) sernd as cha irm an 01 the correspondence committee. Other 
committee members shown Ofe (hom (#tIt) Rosemary Morse, DOl/ielle Klor;q ond A line Lonnmon, 
be: Mr. Joseph Danysh of the Casa Manana ; 
Miss Irene Alexander, art editor of the 
Monterey Peninsula Herald, and Mr. Harry 
Ford of California College of Arts and 
Crafts in Oakland. 
In the exhibition portion of lhe show it 
is anticipated that many very fine privately 
owned collections will be made available. 
Mr. William Esther of Pa lo Alto will show 
his collection of early Mexican Retablas. 
Mrs. Louisa Jenkins of Big Sur, one of the 
foremost litu rgica l artists in the country, 
wi ll exhibit some of her work, including 
mosaics and accretions. Selected pieces rrom 
the extensive collection or Cou ntess Claude 
Kinnoull or Carmel wi ll be shown. In addi-
tion, there will be exhibi ts of early Hebrew 
and Buddhist objects or art. 
Everyone associated with the Postgraduate 
School is invited to take part in the show. 
Any objects suitable for exhibit in such a 
show will be gratefully accepted. Lastly, any 
and all artists in our midst are encouraged 
to add their names to the list of competitors. 
Forms for entering the show may be ob-
tained in the Catholic Chaplain's Office. 
- Pat Hower 
LOOK FOR YOUR PHONE 
NUMBER OR NAME IN THE 
ADS THIS MONTH 
Morilyn Sr umph {lelt } , chairman 01 rhe lirurgical committee 01 the Catholic Chapel G uild , a nd 
Mon ico W heaton, president 01 the group, discuss p reporations lor the art sho .... 
with Father Kinca id and Farher Burke. 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
OfAR fVfRY ONt... 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
TO YOU I 
Happy birthday to the V1P-with 
a one·of-a.kind ashtray ... a deep· 
seated, man·size easy chair ... a tie 
of latest design ... a handsome wall 
clock for his study or office . 
For the lady of the house-happy 
birthday with fine champagne and 
real imported caviar from our wine & 
gourmet shop . . . an elegant little 
slipper chair for her very own .. 
a hand·blown crystal vase for her 
favorite flowers . . . the beautiful 
lamp she's been longing for. 
For a young bachelor about town 
-hand·wrought silver cuff links ... 
a unique cigarette box ... a chunky 
hand·blown decanter ... a rugged , 
hand ·carved cabinet for his records 
a hand· picked assortment of 
snacks and tidbits . 
Amontillado. 
a bottle of 
Happy birthday to an independent 
young woman-with a sleek marble· 
top coffee table ... a box of fluffy 
sachets ... a coppery chafing dish 
and a set of fondue forks . . a 
hand-made silver pin .. . a collection 
of colorful floor cushions . . . an 
outsize free -form salad bowl. 
And for small·fry birthdays - a 
sterling silver cup . . . big bibs 
bright as finger paints • . . aay 
stuffed animals in a variety of 
species. 
HAPPY B1RTHDAY TO EVERYBODY 
We're open Friday e¥e"ings,iII , 
CASA MANANA 
_10 •• rurnltur •• dr. p.rl •• 
o .rp.Un_ . In • • rlo r . 
IIlIe Abr. 0 Str ... t • Wo .... r. 
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Tltis unique pointing , a mop 01 tlte Peninsula complet. with sea serpen's , 
was done by Francis McComas and was a par' 01 tne or' gallery 
One 01 tne more lamous 01 local worls 01 ar,;s tllis diorama, " La Noy;at." 
(Tit. Brid.), don. by J o Mora and displayed ;n tit. Copper Cup Room. 
01 'he old Del Monte Hotel . 
fAmous ART PIECES REmAin fRom HOTEl'S finE COllfCTlon 
To those of you who are new-and to 
many of the Ilo idtimers"_the buildings of 
the USN Postgraduate School may hold a 
particular fascination. 
Once the fabulous Del Monte Hotel , the 
buildings have a linge ring atmosphere of 
past elegance and splendor. The hotel was 
the playground for the wealthy and the 
famous, and its magnificent grounds and 
elaborate recrea tional facilities were known 
the world ' round. 
The hotel was famous in another respect 
-its art gallery was ano ther factor which 
made the hotel a mecca for the discriminat-
ing traveler. Although the ga llery is no 
longer in existence, many interesting pieces 
of art remain in the School. 
One example is the diorama enti tled lILa 
Noviate" (The Bride) which is located in 
the Copper Cup Room. Mou nted on horse-
back, the bridal couple o f the Spanish pe-
riod of California history is pictured leaving 
the church after the wedding. Accompany-
ing them are the bride's father and best 
man. Most of the guests ar ri ved at the wed-
ding 011 ho rses and the bridal couple always 
left for their new home mounted on horse-
back. It has been said that ea rl y Califor-
nians rode litera ll y from the crad le to the 
grave. 
The diora was done by J o Mora, the 
famed western scu lptor, and the figures, 
which are life-sized, were first molded in 
clay and then cast in artificial stone and 
painted . 
A short ride up the elevator in Herrmann 
Hall to the fourth fl oor will reveal a unique 
room complete with a fireplace and a wall-
size painting. This rathe r di fferent seascape 
was painted directly all the wall by Ferdi-
nand Burgdorff. The artist also painted 
several other seascapes which he presented 
to a former Superintendent of the Post-
gradua te School. These now line the walls 
of the mezzanine. 
In the lobby of Herrmann Hall, two 
other paintings of interest can be found . 
One is a map of the Monterey Peninsula, 
comple te with sea serpents and old sailing 
\'essels. This map, as well as its companion 
piece on the opposite wall, is signed by 
Francis McComas. 
Leaving the lobby and moving through 
the long hall adjacent to the chapel, one 
This pointing , which nongs of 'he heoel 01 'he 
stoi,s leading Irom the main lobby, symbolizes 
the supremacy 01 tne German Navy. It was toA.n 
Irom the wardroom 01 rhe Von Steuben, 
a German .... sse/. 
cannot help but be impressed by the wall 
or colored tile in the spacious ballroom. 
The coat of arms, work.ed in ti le, contains 
the words IIDei Monte" and what looks lik.e 
an unused fountain resides at the base of 
the waiL 
The colored tile, which is used so exten-
sively throughout the School, is noticed as 
one walks down the steps from the main 
lobby to the basement. The stone stairs, 
themselves worn from much use, contain 
colored tile insets. A huge picture over-
looking the stairway symbolizes the naval 
supremacy of the German Navy and was, 
ironically enough, taken from the wardroom 
of the Von Steuben, a German vessel cap-
tured during World War n. 
The Del Monte Art Gallery opened in 
1917 and was established by the manage· 
ment for the purpose of giving the painters 
and sculptors of California an exhibition 
hall and salesroom for their work.. Prices 
ranged from $15 to $1,000. The five·mil-
lion-dollar fire which almost destroyed the 
famous hotel did not damage the paintings 
and objects of art. The firefighters removed 
the contents of the art ga llery, and six and 
a half hours later the main portion of the 
building was in ashes. Rising from the ashes 
of the old hotel , the new Del Monte Hotd 
was, architecturally speaking, more pleasing 
to the eye than the old Victorian style hotel 
with its elaborate gingerbread detail. 
The Classmate is distributed through the 
Student Mai l Center and Central Files. The 
magazi ne usually comes out during the first 
week. of each month. If you are not getting 
your copy, check. first with your husband, 
lhen the Edilors, 384-8 I 06 or 372-2466. 
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MILITARY PLANS YULE EVENTS 
Hand.l's Meniah will b. presenteli 0" December' ar Fort Orc/. Pietufecl abo.,. is the orchest'o rind choir which perlorm.a ,It. oratorio last y.ar. 
The Christmas season this year will 
sparkle with a number of special events 
planned within the military community. 
At the USN Postgraduate School, there 
will be a Service of Carols and Candles on 
December 24th at 7 p.m. in King Hall. This 
family event will be held by the Protestant 
Chapel or the school. In the month of Jan-
uary, the Second Annual Rdigious Art 
Show will be sponsored by the Catholic 
Altar Gui ld. The dates set are January 12-17 
and the event is discussed in an article else-
where in this issue. 
Af essiah Presentation 
A highlight of the special events planned 
will be the annual presentation of Handel's 
Messiah on December 6 at the Fort Ord 
Post Chapel. Soloists will be: Soprano, Mrs. 
Lois Kraft; contralto, Mrs. Robert Canada; 
REAL ESTATE· RENTALS PENINSULA PROPERTIES 54b Hartnell . Monterey 
GEO. W. DECKER. Realtor 
DICK RICE (Capt. USN Ret.) 
DON D. CAMPBELL 
AL L SMITH 
"Every Day is Christmas" 
CORNER LINCOLN AND OCEAN CARMEL 
tenor, CAPT Richard Clayberg; bass, Ross 
Forintos; organist, Lynn Robinson; harpsi-
chordist, Paul Switzler, and the orchestra 
will he under the direction of Rev. Nicholas 
of Carmel. 
A Christmas Party for Coast Guard chil-
dren in the area is planned on December 
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C'teaiive 
Few \'enture into homemade holiday craft 
without trying cand les. Some simple do's 
and don't perhaps will make your experi-
ments more sllccessful. Safety first--don't 
attempt to melt wax directly over the flame. 
It is highly combus tible obviously and 
should be Hcooked" in a double boiler. A 
neat way to cope with the problem is to set 
a coffee can in a pan of water. 
Another little-known fact is the great dif-
ference between paraffin and candle wax. 
Household wax or soft wax, as it is ca lled, 
has a very low melting tempera ture and does 
not burn well. Unless you are making can-
dies purely for display, use no more than 
one-fou rth or one-fifth soft wax and old 
candles. A chem ica l change occurs when 
burning a commercial candle which renders 
it useless for re-use. Of course, if your can-
die is solely decorative anything is fine. 
Candle flaws resulti ng from improper wax 
are excessive dripping and wicks that are 
suffocated in a pool of melted wax. Soft wax 
also cu ts down the amount of glow through 
the candle, as do color and whipped wax. 
Allow the wax to form a scum before it is 
poured. This is especially important if you 
are using a glass mold or con tainer. 
The bigger the candle the bigger the wick 
needed. Again, it is importan t to use cand le 
wick. rather than improvisations. Molds, 
however, can be almost anything. Milk ca r-
tons are excellent. Punch a small hole in 
the bottom, thread the wick through and 
seal with maski ng tape. A quick trick for 
glass or metal molds is a sma ll piece of 
scotch tape holding the wick to the bottom. 
Set the mold in a pan of cold water and 
pour about an inch of wax. Allow this to 
set slightly before filling the mold. 
Effects achieved with candles are limitless. 
Inexpensive, dime-store glasses are available 
in a wide varie ty of shapes for use as molds 
or to be decorated with the candle left in-
side. Glitter and ribbon are fine as is any-
hing that will allow the light to come 
through. Fake gems come in almost any size 
and color with a flat back so they can be 
easily glued onto a glass. 
Try pouring a candle into a square 
mold. When the edges have set, pour out 
the center. Decorate the outside and use it 
as a hurricane chimney around a plain 
tape r. Since coloring elements in wax cut 
down on the luminescence of candles, dip-
ping color on a finished product is very 
successful. Another advantage of this meth-
od is eliminating the difficulty and expense 
of coloring large amounts of wax. Hold the 
candle by the wick with pliers and dip three 
times into a wax color bath. 
One o f the most interesting candles I have 
seen this season was a large Santa made out 
of a cone shaped mold. The candle was 
basically white . The top half of the cone 
had been dipped in red wax to form a hat. 
Features, including eyes like the ones used 
on children's stuffed animals, made his face. 
His most ingenious touch was a band of 
whipped wax, simulating fur that separated 
the cap from the face. This had been cupped 
around the top edge to form a gutter, pre-
vent ing the red wax from dripping down 
on his face! A whipped wax beard com-
pleted Saint Nick. 
serves as a mold or they can be arranged on 
a cook.ie sheet from a paper pattern. Vir-
tually any two dimensional design is pos-
sible. The crystals after cooling are very 
sparkly and reflect as well as refracting 
great amounts of light. Because they are so 
versatile, reasonable and simple, the orna-
ments are irresistible, and if my husband 
doesn't stop creating new shapes we shall 
Children's bubble bath containers make 
wonderful molds. We made many Santas 
last year and this year I have carefully saved 
a Humpty-Dumpty. Painting the features 
can be a problem as the wax color has a 
tendency to bleed through. This year I am 
going to try a homemade paint of cornstarch 
and food coloring. 
No home is complete without a big red 
candle that burns year after year throughout 
the Christmas season. We have one that is 
fill ed with great sentiment since it utilizes 
the stubs from our wedding tapers. Each 
yea r we correct the damage from the pre-
vious year's burning by filling up the cavity 
with new wax. Hopefully, ca reful storage 
and tender, loving care will preserve it for 
many Christmas seasons. 
A brief note about an exciting flew me-
dium that adapts itself perfectly to home 
Christmas crafting. Plastic crystals that fuse 
together readily in an oven are very inex-
pensive. They can be purchased in many 
colors or dyed at home. Anything metal 
have to move out! -Dana Calhoon 
"All I Want For Christmas . 
'Twos the week belore Christmas 
And through Sponagel Hall , 
The study rooms were lilled; 
There was no sound at all. 
Students wrote 'ab reports 
With the greatest 01 ca re-
In hopes that the prol would 
fi nd no mistakes there. 
And some with their class notes, 
And some with their boo"s , 
Had just settled down 
With many anxious loo"s. 
The formulas were nestled 
SOMEWHERE in their heads; 
'Til they sorted them out , 
There'd be no hopes 01 bed! 
They worked and they studied 
And used up much lead, 
While visions of "A 's" 
filled all 01 their heads. 
When what to their bleary, 
Blooc/-shot eyes should appear, 
But a man dressed in red, 
Just beaming with cheer. 
He passed ' gouges' to all; 
Made problems work in a wink. 
And everyone passed-
Nice dream , don ', you think.? 
WHOLESALE & RETAIL - SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO GROUPS & SECTION PARTIES 
(7~4. OLD FASHION ICE CREAM PARLOR 
l. T CAROl. C. S TREY 
Featuring 37 Flavors that YOIl really can taste 
Watch for Cecil's truck in your neighborhood. Give those growing 
boys and girls real quality. not imitation 
BE A GRACIOUS HOSTESS SERVE THE BEST! 
BUY IT BY THE POUND BUY CECIL'S! IT'S CECIL MADE 
Parlor at 2228 Fremont , next to the Skyway Market 
HAIR STYLIST 
OF MONTEREY 
Formerly with HElENA RUBI NSTEI N 
5th AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 
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A rtistic Navy W l/e 
Puts Talents to W ork 
Ruth Ann Petree's artistic talents were iog," Ruth Ann relates with pride, "and it'll 
first used when as a chi ld , she decorated such a wonderful place to worship. OUT 
Valenti nes (or her mother. tr J've always draperies were made from the nets of an 
been interested in arts and crafts," admi ts old-lime Monterey fisherman. Everyone con· 
Ruth Ann. lIAs a child , I preferred clay to tributed and worked ... everything was 
dolls," she continued. done by h and, and I' ll never forget any 
Both her interest in and knowledge of part of that work. There was such a won-
art weTe put to full lise last yea r when she derful group of people involved on such a 
was commissioned to do the liturgica l art- meaningful project. It will always remain 
work for the new PC School Catholic a part of me." 
Chapel. All attending the Catholic Chapel Ruth Ann! a former airline stewardess 
can view the outstanding accomplishments and now wife of LT Nowell Petree, USN, 
of this talented Navy wife. IfPrivilegedll is enjoys all forms of art, but is more inter-
the word Ruth Ann used to descr ibe her ested in crafts than in the fine arts. Her 
reaction to being selected to undertake the talents in both fields are many. She de-
p roject. She was to interpret and design the signs and decorates posters and programs 
Corpus and two religious symbols by for club activities, does flower arranging! 
means of copper tooling. sews, and, with bits and pieces of every-
The mammoth project, which took two thing, p roduces unique collages. II I save-
weeks to complete, involved working with and find valuable-most th ings that other 
a piece of copper 18' by 8'. The material people throwaway," she laughed. 
was cut into thirty-inch strips for ease of 'Tis the season for artists like Ruth Ann 
handling. Not until the finished work was to shine and she!s doing just that. Currently 
assembled and erected was the artist able to she's busily making brightly decorated 
\' iew her endeavors ... in total. If l t was Christmas balls. Also in the offing is the 
just too large for critical viewing when on 1964 Petree holiday greeting card! which 
the floor where the copper was tooled," Ruth Ann will design! write and paint. In 
Ruth Ann explained. Her other two works addition to these act ivities she's co-chair-
in the chapel are also done by the copper man of the Second Annual Religious Art 
tooling process! which incidentally, is an Show to be sponsored next month by the 
art form she had never before attempted. Catholic Chapel Gui ld of the PC School 
Oue side panel is a lamb and th e other and the aval Air Facility. Approximatdy 
grapes and wheat. 700 artists are expected to participate in 
'/We made a chapel of an empty build- this year's showing. Private exhibits are 
_ ..... _ .... -
/?,'1I:tJ I!f". VILLA CARUSO 
OPEN AT 5 P.M. 
FEATURING AL GRECO 
Nightly Excepl Mondoy 
STEAKS • CHICKEN • SPARERIBS FISH 
'.".clled Or., O"'''ooG Fire. 
For Reservation Phone 373·2908 
5 miles elst of Monterey on Salinas HiwIY 
(/!Iii NEPTUNE'S TABLE 
On Old Fisherman's Wharf 
Monterey 
BILL WOOD at the Piano-Organ Bar 
PlayinK Nightly Ex« pt Mond"1 
For Reservation Call : Open Dai ly 
37)-311 3 From 11 :00 A.M. 
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Ruth All" P." •• is showl! wj,,, o"e of th. ,/tr" 
pieces she cop".,-tool.J 'or ,h. Power' Hall 
(",lto/ic Cltapel. 
also planned for the event. 
Ruth Ann's days are mighty busy since 
her activities with the art show and her own 
artistic projects must be planned around the 
schedule and needs of her student husband 
and their three children, Nowell III who is 
.3; Barbara, 2 and Meg, 8 months. Nowell 
is enrolled in the Air-Ocean Environment 
program, section MOZ3. 
Plans for Ruth Ann's last year in Mon-
terey include many projects involving art 
. .. if there is time. 'The entire Monterey 
area is SO stimulating, and opportunities 
abound here with many excellent schools 
and highly qualified teachers," Ruth Ann 
says. fl [ hope I may take advantage of some 
of these classes. 
"I've learned from every art course I've 
taken, no matter how elementary," states 
Ruth Ann. She feels that courses in art give 
her a base and, in turn, more confidencc to 
try new th ings. But to Ruth Ann, the most 
important thing that gives confidence is for 
one to be satisfied with one's work. Her 
latest course in art was Life Drawing which 
she took at MPC last year. She finds the 
local teachers quite understanding with the 
military wives who are attempting to be 
students. She was very ca reful to attend 
every class . .. even on the night little Meg 
was born. Mommy attended class first and 
afterwards was orr to the hospital. 
Ruth Ann says, Irn:.e life o f a military 
wife is an exciting one." For the Petrees it 
began in St. Peter's Basilica in Rome. UAft_ 
erwards," Ruth Ann relates, u we were sin-
gled out by Pope J ohn for an audiencc." 
This incident remaim an inspiring and 
cherishtd moment to both Ruth Ann and 
Nowell. 
The Petrets will be leaving the Monterty 
Peninsula for another duty station next 
year, but Ruth Anne will have Ie II, through 
her talents! a part of herseH here at Post-
graduate School. Her errorts will long be 
an inspiration to many. -Itnrt S"ul llOol 
Page Sideen 
MEN 'S SECTION 
Features a wide selection of Suits 
T oi/orea by 
Hart, Schaffner & Marx 
Botany "500" 
Brands such as 
Arrow Shirts 
Rough Rider Slacks 
Pendleton Shirts 
Stetson 
Crosby Square Shoes 
BOY'S DEPARTMENT 
For young men age six and UJ. 
DON MOOR KNITS 
ROBERT BRUCE SWEATERS 
ROUGH RIDER SLACKS 
LEVI'S 
New charge occavn fs welcome 
30, 60, & 90 day PIons 
Channak & 
Chandler 
" / ;"e appa,el fa , men and young men" 
Doing business in Monterev for over 60 years 
454 Alvarado Street Mo nterey 
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('(' HAMS" Are Active 
rl HAMS" come in many varieties. There 
are the pig t)'peSI and there are the amateur 
thesbians. In addition there are those who 
are more formally known as amateur radio 
enthusiasts. 
Here at the Postgraduate School you will 
be able to find all three kinds. The first 
kind are found in the menu at the Officers 
Clubl the second at the little theater group 
and the third in the Postgraduate School 
Amateur Radio Club. Elsewhere in this issue 
you will be able to find information on the 
first two, but here is some information 
about the last kind of !lHAM." 
The Amateur Radio Club was formed 
several )'ears ago, but has become really 
active in only the last two years. Under the 
able guidance of Professor W. C. Smith 
(the club's faculty adviser) the Amateur 
Radio Club finally acquired an operating 
space and equipment for the club station. 
This year. the club has been pa rticipating 
in various contests to test the operating skill 
of the station. 
In addition, work is afoot to participate 
in the tracking of satellites, and in conjunc-
tion with other amateur stations the use of 
an amateur radio relay satellite. This satel-
lite (known as OSCAR III) will contain a 
transmitter and receiver for relaying signals 
well beyond the normal range. It has been 
financed (and constructed ) by a group of 
radio amateurs as a part of an experiment 
in the use of such satellites. From this ex-
periment, amateurs throughou t the world 
hope to gain valuable knowledge in the 
field of radio propagation. This may sound 
like a rather esoteric hobby; however. radio 
amateurs have been in this field since the 
beginning of radio. Many of the advances 
in the art and science of communications 
have been pioneered by radio amateurs. 
Not all of the operating time by amateu rs 
is devoted to such deep pursuits. A great 
portion of the operating time is spent 
"shooting the breeze." Through such con-
versations many lasting friendships have 
been made. This type of operation gives 
one a chance to talk with people in such 
far away places as Southern Rhodesia, Asia, 
Europe, etc. These are examples of stations 
that have been contacted by the School's 
club sta tion. 
Use of the club station (whose call letters 
are WA6YGV) , located in Room 600 of 
Spanegc:l Hall is restricted to licensed radio 
amateurs. However, that is the only restric-
tion on use of the station for personnel 
attached to the school or their families. 
As those who have been here for awhile 
already know, and those who are just arriv-
ing wi ll soon find out, the student here does 
not have a grea t deal of free time. As a 
result plans and activities of the club are 
rather limi ted and variable. However, the 
club intends to start a course of instruction 
in theory and code for those who would like 
to gel their amateur license. There is a 
standing invitation to those amateurs who 
are not already members, and others who 
would like to become members. Meetings 
are usually held (at somewhat random in-
tervals) on Wednesdays. However, since the 
location and dates of the meetings are vari-
able, it is recommended that those inter-
ested in the club contact one of the o£ficers 
in order to ge l their names on the announce-
ment distribution list. 
President, LT PaulO. Behrends, SMC 
1613, FR 2-5291; vice presidenl, LT G. F. 
Hamilton, SMC 372-5 124; secretary, MAJ 
C. S. Delong, SMC 1924, 372-4271; chie! 
op, LT D. H. Freese, SMC 2451 , 375-0096. 
-Paul Behrends 
STILL LOOKING? 
If you find your name or 
number, take the ad to the 
Advertiser - you' /I get a 
gift . _ . 
!JZ "PRIME RIB HOUSE" 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE Open.1 .:30 P.M. D.ily • 11:00 A.M. Sund.y. 
DINING ROOM Open.1 5:00 P.M. Tues. - Sal • from 3:00 P.M. Sund.ys 
61 SOLEDAD DRIVE, MONTEREY PHONE 375-1447 
The SMORGAS TABLE 
OPEN WEEKDAYS -11 A.M. 10 2:30 P.M. - 4:30 10 9:00 P.M. 
SUNDAYS -12 Noon 10 8:30 P.M. 
1000 PLAYA, SEASIDE • ACROSS FROM MBS • TELEPHONE 394-2888 
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Joon Schmuci, a memb.r 01 ,lie Flowe, Com-
mit' •• comple,es on orrongeme"t lor tlte lobby 
01 Herrmonn Holl. 
THE CLASSMATE 
For.1 H idolas puts tit. Iinish;ft9 touches all 0 
bouque, 01 cnrysonth.",ums. Tit. memb.fs 01 ,/t. 
commit' •• 'fo/unte., their se"'ices on two days 01 
each weei to Quur. Ireslt lIowers alwoys 
present in Herrmann Holl . 
Onch.i&J.). to Committee ... 
Have you ever wondered from whence 
come all the love ly floral arrangements al-
ways present in H errmann H all? 
The arrangements are the result of the 
interest and the artistic talents of a group 
of wives who compose the Flower Commit-
tee. It is this committee's responsibility 10 
arrange fresh flowers twice each week, and 
their efforts are a source of beauty and 
satisfaction for all who pass through the 
halls. 
Anyone interes ted in arranging flowers 
will be welcomed on this committee, which 
has been headed by ValaTie Caston. Newly 
chosen chairman is Dolly Madison. Wives are 
asked to volunteer only a few hours (3ch 
month, and not all the wives are members 
of the owe. Arrangements are made at the 
school on Tuesday and Friday mornings at 
10 a.m. in the fl ower room, which is located 
to the left of the main entrance of the 
Ballroom. Interested persons are asked to 
ca ll Valarie at 372-7756 or Dolly at 372-4769. 
As chairman, she has asked that her ap-
preciation be expressed to the following 
wives who have given so willingly of their 
time and talents: Joyce Ceci l, Jo Herd, 
"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS" 
WIRE SERVICE 
GEORGE R. CARTER 
Phone )75 ·2451 
Faed Nicholas, Leona Lane, Joan Schmuck, 
Marilyn Daly, Phyllis Rasmussen, Betty 
Hughes, Louise Davies, Colleen Harris, 
Martha Kinney, Emiko Hopgood, Dolly 
Madison, Rosemary Her~rgen, Nancy Hig~ 
ginson, Fran Johns, Bev McClary, Betty 
Borgstrom, Rena Eding, Jean H aupt, Mary 
Heckathorn, Dorothy Thompson and Hazel 
Myers. 
A GARDEN FOR THE NEW YEAR ... 
" In my good ga rden J would first plant 
five rows of peas: Preparedness, prompt-
ness, perseverance, politeness and prayer. 
" ext to them I plant three rows of 
squash: Squash gossip, squash criticism, 
squash indifference. 
fThen I put in five rows o( lettuce: Let 
us be faithful; let us be unselfish; let us 
be loyal; let us love one ano ther; let us be 
truthful. 
"No garden is complete without turnips 
and mine would have: Turn up (or church; 
turn up with a smile; turn up with a new 
idea; turn up with real determination." 
-The New, Bag af Culf Slates 
FRE£ DEl1VERY 
217 W . Franklin 
Monterev. California 
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OCEAN AVENUE AT SAN CARLOS 
P_ O. BOX S666 
CARMEL. CAUFOJlN1A 




Thirty miles south of Monterey on the 
Coastal Highway, hidden among giant red-
woods and bordering a tumbling mountain 
stream, lie the campsi tes of Big Sur State 
Pari ... If you fed the need to get away from 
the burdensome cares of study and more 
study, you'll find a week-end camping trip 
to Big Sur a balm to your wounded nerves, 
a blissful rest for your book-weary eyes. 
Near enough for you to enjoy a full week-
end of camping, Big Sur offers all the 
beauty and change of scene of a far-of( 
mountain retreat, with many of the comforts 
of home. 
Each campsite is furnished with table, 
campfire site, running water and food lock-
er. A great deal o f thoughtful planning is 
evidenced in over 200 campsites, each with 
the maximum of privacy. Many border the 
stream (and the sound of it at night will 
lull you to sl~p), some are hidden in the 
redwood groves and others are close to the 
swimming pool. (The pool is open during 
the summ<:r months only.) The rest rooms 
are convenient to all sites and are beautifully 
maintained and clean. AND there are hot 
showers, as well as washtubs and ironing 
boards. 
Camping at Big Sur is a special treat for 
the children who enjoy the freedom of the 
outdoors and the wonders of nature. These 
"wonders" include bluejays, crows, rac-
coons, deer, squirrds, possums, lizards, blue-
tailed skinks, frogs and fish, wild (lowers, 
trees to climb, poison oak and rocks to 
throw in the river. A rule we use with our 
children to help insure the peace and tran-
quility is: I!you don't call us unless you 
fall in the stream, we won't call you unless 
there's something to eat." 
If visions for the next weekend are of 
sparkling water and mountain hikes but you 
lack camping gear, Special Services has most 
of the equipment you will need: tents, 
sleepi ng bags, coolers, lanterns, stoves, · cots 
and campstools. You can buy presto logs 
at the Ranger Station, and all other items 
that you might forget are available at the 
Lodge store. For the other things you will 
need, keep it simple; lots of food (in cans) , 
a can opener, blue jeans and changes of 
shoes for the kids. 
Pile it all in the car, hud down the coast 
and have a grand weekend. 
MESSIAH 
December 6th at 
Fort Ord 
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CHINESE CNO YISITS PG SCHOOL 
Rear A.dmiral Charl~J K. 6.'g;II , USN , to/h with (from lelt) rice Admiral Huang . Republic of '''Ino 
NoyY: COL Jomes f . Henderson , USA. Chief of Stoff , Fort Orel; Admirol Hi, Yue-SI Commander in 
Chi.f , Republic 01 China No'fy ; all chlte HOllorabl. George M. C/emmens. Mayor of Montrrey. 
TIle meeting was due to tlte ... is;t 01 Admirol Hi ;11 Monterey during Octobe,. 
U.s. Noyy pJ.oto 
GRADUATION CEREMONY THIS MONTH 
CA PT F. E. Janne)<, USN, will be the guest speaker at the graduation ceremonies slated 
for December 18. CAPT Janney is the Director, Foreign Military Assistance Division, OpNav. 
Twenty-seven students will receive degrees at the ceremony, which will be held in the 
main lobby of Herrmann Hall beginning at 1000. Included in the group of gradua tes will be 
seventeen foreign offi ce rs from the General Line and Bacca laureate Curriculum. 
Professor A. B. Mewborn, professor in the Department of Mathematics, will be the 
Grand Marshal for the graduation ceremonies. 
FOR THE NEWEST FASHIONS IN EYE WEAR 
Associated Opticians 
Proudly Serving the Military Community 
Active and Retired 
Ramp D- ll •• Aille E 
Hospital, Fort Ord 
242-6101 
SAFETY LENSES 
FOR CHILDREN AND 
SPORSTMEN 
SWEATERS MAKE A BEAUTIFUL GIFT FOR THE LOVELY LADY 
ART-ZELLE 
ARTHUR AND HAZELLE RATHHAUS 
BankAmericard Charge Accounts for Service Perso fln el only 
274 Alvarado Street Phon. 372-3627 Monterey, California 
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Fund Drive Gets Underway 
This is the year of actuality fo r the Navy-
Marine Residence Foundation. 
In a little morc: than three year~the 
Foundation was established. in March 1961 
-it has progressed from a dream to the 
point of action. The charitable, non-profit 
organization has as its objective the con· 
struction of a residence to provide for 250· 
300 dderly persons, minimum age 62 years. 
The residence will be: named Vinson Hall, 
in honor of Congressman Carl Vinson, 
Chairman of the House Armed Services 
Committee, and will be located in the Wash-
ington, D. C., area. 
A national fund-raising drive is now 
under way, with the Honorable Fred Bantz, 
former Undersecretary of the Navy, as 
chairman. Chairman of the Foundation 
~ MISSION BAKERY 
COMPLETE LINE BAKERY SPECIALTIES 
Three Monterey Locations Area Delivery 
675 lighthouse Avenue 
Acron from Montemor Mort., 
Phone 375-4222 
706 Cass Street 
Neor the Post Office, Mont.r.y 
Phone 372-6835 
686 lighthouse Avenue 
In the Mon'.mar Mothl 







DOLL HOUSE BEAUTY SHOP 
"The Little Big Shop" 
CHILDREN'S HAIRCUTS A SPECIALTY 
EXPERT STYLING AND COLOR REASONABLE PRICES 
Consult"nt lor Luzier Personalized Cosmetics 
Ope" Monday and Thursday Evenings 
Wh.t. Orc! Gro .... Ave. m .. ts 0.1 Mont. Blvel. 
1999 DEL MONTE 
MAURENE Z. HESTER, Owner 
SEASIDE 
SPEED READING 
Read 3 to 10 times faster with 
PHONE 394-4298 
RDBERTA KUSSMAN, Operator 
INCREASED COMPREHENSION AND RETENTION 
RESULTS GUARANTEED 
DAN/ RO System 
ilKlf is William C. Allen, and Vice-Admiral 
Laurence H. Frost, USN (Ret.) is Admin-
istrative Manager. The Foundation is ad-
ministered by a Board of Trusteca. 
Eligible to be residents will be: widows 
of Regular Navy and Marine Corps Com-
missioned Officers, active and retired; 
widows of Re~rve Officers who die on 
active duty or who retire after at least 20 
years' service; retired officers and their 
wives; retired commissioned female officers, 
Navy and Marine; and retired officers, on 
a 5pace~available basis. 
The residence will provide an infirmary 
and convale5CCnt facilities, re«ption rooms, 
a dining area, a hobby shop, recreation 
roonu, a bt:auty shop and a chapel. Finan-
cial aid on a confidential baJis will be pro-
vided to a limited numbt:r of widows need~ 
ing such assistance as conditions of resi-
dency. 
Over $ 120,000 has already been raised 
almost entirely through the dedicated efforts 
of Navy and Marine Officers Wives Clubs 
throughout the world, and the immediate 
goal is to acquire the property on which 
the residence will bt: constructed. The next 
goal-the object of this year's fund-raising 
drive-is to raise two million dollars to 
provide the endowment fund, the income of 
which will be used exclusively for the wid-
ows who are in need of financial assistance. 
Donations to the fund are, of course, tax 
deductible. 
In addition to the donations to the Fund, 
a membership dri\'e is in progress. Annual 
individual membership is $25 and life indi-
vidual membership is $500. Husband and 
wife lire membership is $1000; annual dub 
membership is $100. 
The Army already has such a residence in 
being, and the Air Force is planning for 
one. The Navy-Marine Residence Founda-
tion, Inc., hopes that its residence is but 
a beginning and that some day after it is 
established, one will bt: constructed on the 
West Coast. 
Further information will be available 
through Ihe USN Postgraduate School owe 
or by writing the Navy-Marine Residencc 
Foundation, Inc., Building 54, Naval Ob-
suvalory, Washington, D. C., 20390. 
New OWC Board Chairmanship 
Nelma Anderson, president of the owe, 
has announced the appointment of Louise 
Davies as chairman of the Navy-Marine 
Residence Foundation Commiute, a new 
position on the owe General Board. 
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Local GJeistorical COates 
1542: Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo. a Portu-
guese sailor under the Spanish flag. entered 
Monterey Bay. but could not risk a landing. 
He took possession of the country for HGod 
and Phillip II ." 
1602 : Sebastian Vizcaino. a Spanish ex-
plorer, actually landed on Monterey Bay's 
shores, rea ffirmed Cabrillo's proclamation 
of Alta (Upper) California for Spain. 
1770: Capt. Gasper de Portola and Fran-
ciscan Father Junipero Serra, by combined 
land and sea parties, started from San 
Diego. and on J une 3rd, met at Monterey 
Bay, where Portola had erected crosses the 
year before. They held sc:rvices and estab-
lished a mission, and a presid io, or fort. 
1771: Father Serra moved the mission 
to a site at the mouth of the Carmel River. 
1784: Padre-President Father Serra died 
in Carmel at the age of 71. He was 57 when 
he first came to Monterey. He was buried 
below the Carmel Mission altar. 
Pipe., Tobacco & Cigan 
1792: First visit to Monterey Bay was 
made by an Englishman, Capt. George Van-
couver of Britain's Royal Navy. 
1796: Fi,,, U.S. vessel, unde< Capt. Eb· 
enezer Door, dropped anchor in Monterey 
Bay. 
1822: Mexico declared its independence 
of Spain, named an Emperor, and Luis 
Arguello was appointed first Mexican gov-
ernor of California. The Mexican flag was 
raised over the Presidio. 
1836: Richard Henry Dana, author of 
'Two Years Before the Mast," visi ted Mon-
terey. 
1842: American armed forces landed and 
look over the Custom House, declaring that 
war existed between the United States and 
Mexico. The American flag was raised over 
Monterey for the first time. 
1849: Colton Hall was completed and 
the first constitutional convention in the 
state was held here. 
Domeltic and Imported 
HELLAMS TOBA ceo SHOP 
413 Alvarado Street Monterey. California 
Telephone FRontier 2-3370 
Coata.. Pcnty ..... Up 
lokel, Tricks . Gilt. and Adult Party Item. 
~iltonr---_ CLEANE~=7 
fi,ht Hallr S.",ic. 
'id.tlp aM Deli.,.,., 
RUGS DRAPES BLANKETS CURTAINS 
Knits and Hand Knits Bladed to Your Own Measurements 
All FOrlcy Go,menls Hand Cleaned 
230 GRAND AVENUE TELEPHONE FRoftti.r 5-)111 'ACIFIC GROVE. CALIF. 
Monterey Mart, Inc. 
FINEST QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS 
EARLY AMERICAN CONTEMPORARY MODERN 
Come In and Browse 
FRontier 2-6138 
1271 Fremont - Right Around the Corner 
From the P.G . School 
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of Interes~ 
1854: Whaling companies were organ-
ized. Fishing for the giant tfhumpbacks" 
fl ourished for 20 years. 
1879: Robert Louis Stevenson came to 
live in Monterey, slaying for only several 
months. 
1880: The Del MonIC HOlel opened in 
June-ua monster of quaint Swiss arch itec-
ture." 
1902: The first fish cannery was built 
near the Custom House, chiefly to pack 
salmon. 
1920's: Monterey, with the Del Monte 
Hotel , became the ttpen insula Playground 
of California." 
1940: Camp Ord became Fort Ord, a 
permanent Army installation. 
1946: Monterey celebrated its l00th 
year under the American fl ag. 
1948: The U.S. Navy completed nego· 
tiations to buy Del Monte H otel for use as 
a Naval Postgraduate School and General 
Line School. 
1951: U.S. Naval Postgraduate and Gen-
eral Line Schools-established on the Holel 
Del Monte properties. 
Tltis pointing by Dan Sorer Groes.bed. wMch 
hangs abo.,. tit. Prat.slont Chapel altar. is a 
co1nposit. 01 sn.rol • .,ents--ond daes not depict 
any londing speci/icolly. It is probably mar. 
tvpical 01 tlte riscaino londing titan ony oth.r. 
TIte painting wos cammiuionecl at th. time al the 
erection 01 tit. 0.1 Mante Hotel and hung in on. 
al th. launges wMch was opened os a chapel on 
Febrwry 17. 1952. It;s ane al twa by Groesbod 
-the other Itangs almost hidden obo.,e tlte little 
stairway behind the chapel and is 01 an 
Indian girl toHng a both. 
U.S. No.,y pltato 
The ClaJSmale comes to you each month 
through the continued support of our 
adve rtisers. We can show our appreciation 
by patronizing them and mentioning their 
t'ad." 
When you go in, just let them k.now-
"you saw it in The Cla.umate." 
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A Night With Virginia Stanton 
':---
0.,., J50 wi"es were present on NO'lembft, 19 lor a most delightful "Enning with ri'9inio S;ontofl." Th. ".II·L!owfI hostess OftrJ authoress pr ... ,.t.J 
with charm and humor mony originol ideos in ,It. l i.ld 01 .",.rtaining: she js shown at 1.1, wi,h one, 0 hemp mot li".d on .i,h., sieJ. with o" i/i,;ol holly 
10 brighten guests ' woy into tit. home . At right ore ,It. ludy winners 01 tit. door p ril es lor tit • ... a"i"g : (from lelt) Clair. Carr , who WOII 0 sil .... , 
cronb.rry cJish and spoon; Joyce Edwords with th. sil.,., pitch.r site won; W illi. ' oice wi,h ,I.e holiday cenf.rpiKe createa by Mrs. Stanton gM won by 
Willi. , and Jeanne Robe"s , who held the wif/fl ing t id., for ,It. Iii.,., b,eod troy. Hosteu group lot tit •• ".,,;1/9 wos Orc/nonce Engineering: spec;GI 
guests p resent incluc/~ Mrs . C. rocl Si"g/eton, Mrs. E. E. YctOmGnl and Mrs. Richarc/ Rodriguez. 
PROPOSED PROGRAMS OF THE owe 
J anuary 21 
February 18 
March 18 
Apri l 15 
May 20 
International Night - Bali Room, 8 p.m. 
H at Fashion Show and Pre· Easter Children's Fashion Show-
Bali Room, 7:30 p.m. 
J ewelry Demonstration by Mrs. Buol, Champagne Brunch-
Copper Cup Room, II a.m. 
Election and Fashion Show by H oward's - Ballroom, 8 p.m. 
Art Demonstration by a cartoonist 12 p.m. and Luncheon, 
I p.m. - Bali Room 
BUILDING SUPPLY 
2456 Del Monte Ave nue Monterey, California 
Tele p hone ]72-451) 
DONALD M, CANN RI CHARD STIL LWELL 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
palace stationery 
Headquarters for 
Desks " Chair. " Deak Lampa " Typewrite rs " Slide Rule Paris 
403 ALVARADO FR S· 26B6 MONTEREY 
Executive Board, 
Committee Chairmen 




Record ing Secretary 




Corresponding Secretary . Ann Thomas 
Treasuru 
Advisory Committee 
. Fran Preston 
Mrs. W. D. Hoot 
Mrs. H. F. U oyd 














.. Jan Loman 




. . Julie Lyon 
Paula Jesbcrg 
. Barbara Achacr 
As Membership Chairman I 1m hi.., tD 
welcome you and urge you to become ,n ICtiw 
member of the Offtcel'1 Wives Club. ......,. 
ship entitles you to run for In office, II ..... 
and to participate in the ...., ICIhftieI 
sponsored by the D.W.C. You wi. """ .. 
opportunity to join It tIM "ow ___ 
lathenna: on Ja nuary 211t In Kinl ..... 
Jo, Brown, M ... _. CIIIir-. 
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MARINE'S BIRTHDAY CELEBRA 
Rear Admiral Cltarles K. Bergin and LCOL Kositch (center) are lIanied by tile Honor Guard prior to 
the cutting 0' the Birthday Cake. A Marine Corps Birthday ceremony was held at DU the same nening 
as elsewhere in the world. Honor guard was ("om Ie") CAPT Donald Bergman, MAJ John Cockey, 
LT Rob.rt Strand, MAJ Morgan West and CAPT Harold Diliore . U.S. NaY'( photo 
For the first time at the School , Marines e~tended in.,itations to all students and stall at the Schoo/-
and their guests we,e glad they did. Ob.,ious/y ha.,inq a delight'ul time are ("om lelt) CAPT H. F. 
Lloyd, Deputy Superintendent , and Mrs . Lloyd, CAPT J . F. Steucle,t , MAJ Dorrell W . Da.,idson , 
Mrs . Joltn Shang and CAPT Shollg , Director 0' Logistics. U.S . Na.,y photo 
With all the tradi tion and glory for which 
they are known, Marines at the Naval Post-
graduate School celebrated the 189th birth-
day anniversary of the founding of the 
Marine Corps. 
The pride of the Corps was obvious in 
every Marine throughout the evening, par-
ticularly during the Birthday Ceremony. 
The cutting of the birthday cake was pre-
ceded by the entrance to the ballroom of 
the snappy Drum and Bugle Corps of Fort 
Ord and a Marine Color Guard from the 
Defense Language Institute. 
Rear Admiral Charles K. Bergin, accom-
panied by LCOL Alexander Kositch, Marine 
Corps representative to the PG School, 
passed through an Honor Guard of Marine 
officer students. 
CAPT Gene Brennan read the Command-
ant's birthday message and Admiral Bergin 
followed with congratulatory remarks. 
Cake was presented to the oldest Marine 
present, who was LT GEN R. O . Bare, USMC 
(Aet.) and to the youngest, LT Ernest A. 
Harris, a student in Vietnamese at DLI. 
Honored guests included BRIG GEN 
Lyon, USMC (Ret.) and L T CEN Bare. 
CAPT Charles Phillips was the coordi-
nator of the Birthday Ceremony. Participat-
ing in the Honor Guard were: CAPT 
Harold Difiore, CAPT George Allerton, 
CAPT Roy M. Gulick, CAPT J R. Lou,rna, 
CAPT Henry L. Searle, MAJ Morgan West, 
MAJ John Cockey and ILT J . Siewart. 
Cake escorts were 1 LT R. H. Strand and 
CAPT D. D. Bergman. 
Recei.,ing special recognition du,ing the 'irtltday 
Ceremony was rhe olJest oUice, present, LT GEN 
Robert Bore, and the youngest , LT Ernest 
A. Harris, 01 DU. 
U.S. Na.,y photo 
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Higltlight 01 th. enning was the cake-cuting ceremony. LCOL A/eJanel., /(osi,d, (center) cuts th. lirs, piKe 01 cok.e. Auisting or. CAPT DonolJ 
Bergman (lelr) oncllLT Rob." StronrJ. who se''f.a as cab .scorts. U.S. Nary photo 
THE LEGEND 
O F THE CHRISTMAS ROSE 
When J esus was horn in the Iiule town of 
Bethlehem there came Wise Men from the 
East bearing gifls of go ld , frankincensc, 
and myrrh. 
A littl e shephndess, wah.: hillg (rom afar, 
wept hec.:a usc she had no gi ft to orrer the 
Christ Child. 
As her tears fdl to the grou m.l , flowers 
spra ng up, which the child ga thered and 
hastened to bring to the Infan t. 
In adoration, she kndt at the crib, so 
J esus could see the fl owers, and when His 
b lessed little hands touched the petals, a 
delica te pink appeared. 
And so a flower that never b loomed before 
came into existence-the Christmas Rose. 
To thi s day, the Chri stmas Rose blooms 
more abundantly at Christmas time than at 
any other season. 
II 
AGENTS FOR MAJOR AIRLINES AND STEAMSHIP COMPANIES 
BOB FOLTZ 
BILL AITKEN 
Plcmning 1"5 Travel? P.S.I 





Before dawn, early light, only light on the 
block. 
Quiet, still, solitude being paced by the 
clock. 
Cold house, silent house; warm red ring 
brewing coffee. 
Theorems, maxims, laws, postulates; are you 
ready? 
Fill the brain, cram the brain. 
Retain 'til after test time. 
Typical problem? Instructor problem? 
What will be asked for this time? 
Small face, curious face, quietly peeking 
past the door; 
Hopeful, careful, fearful lest your wrath 
implore. 
What deep mysteries in those books must 
there be 
To want, to merit this quiet still sanctuary? 
Drink. the coffee, snuff the smoke. 
The chain of thought must now be broke. 
Bottle, breakfast; now's the hour: 
Physical fitness, shave and shower. 
Car pool throttling, idling, honking for you. 
Notes, books, brief case, hurried pace; 
much to do. 
A kiss, good bye; out the door you do fly. 
Door shut, settle down, off to school test 
to try. 
Nervous questions, compare notes--
What's the gouge; cast your votes. 
Studied right? Studied wrong? 
Need more time but time is gone. 
Do all your notes make any sense? 
Have you prepared a staunch defense? 
Will it crumble, tumble stumble, ill in vain 
down the drain, leave no stain upon 
the test? 
Where is your best? 
Formulae, awhirl , cosmic motion; all a-tax 
to the max. 
Thoughts, attention! Assemble quickly? 
Now relax. 
Ka-plink, ka-plink, ka-plink, la-plink; 
Last nervous cup of coffee. 
Now think, now think, now think, 
now think. 
Stay with me my memory. 
The door is open; enter your host. 
Thoughts go fleeting, leaving their ghost. 
First question - second question ; 
which do I know? 
Memory! Thoughts! Where did you go? 
Departed in my hour of need; 
Left me riding a familiar steed-
Desperation: Panic. 
Crestfallen, beaten, outwitted again. 
Hours spent, all in vain. 
The hour is gone; did swiftly go. 
Head for the door, home. Crade: zero. 
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Deck The Table, Too ... 
While you ' re decking the halls this holi-
day season, you'll also be giving some 
thought to festivities at your table! One of 
the happiest traditions of Christmas is feast-
ing on good things to eat. Here are some 
recipes you may enjoy trying this Christmas 
-happy feasting! 
ORANGE· PECAN BREAD 
2 cups sifted all-purpose flour 
Ih teaspoon baking soda 
I teaspoon baking powder 
Ih teaspoon salt 
2 tablespoons melted butter 
I cup sugar 
I egg, slightly beaten 
% cup orange juice 
2 tablespoons grated orange rind 
Ih cup finely cut dates 
% cup coarsely chopped pecans 
Sift flour, baking soda, baking powder 
and salt together. Combine remaining in-
gredients. Stir in flour mixture gradually; 
blend well. Pour into a greased 8lh by 4% 
by 2'h inch loaf pan. Bake in a moderate 
oven. Remove from pan and cool. Makes 
one loaf. 
SWEDISH TEA CAKES 
I cup shortening (butter) 
Ih cup confectioner's sugar 
2% cups sifted flour 
lJt teaspoon salt 
I teaspoon vanilla 
%: cup finely chopped nuts 
Sift flour, then measure. Resift with salt . 
Cream shortening, add sugar gradually and 
cream well. Stir in flour, stirring only 
enough to make a smooth batter (over-mix-
Ing toughens cakes). Add vanilla and stir. 
Add nulS. Form into one inch balls and 
bake at 400 degrees for 15 minutes. While 
warm, roll in confectioner's sugar. 
POT DE CREME AU CHOCOLAT 
Put 2 cups cream in double boiler, add 
% cup sugar and ~ teaspoon salt, and 
bring to boiling point. Remove from heat 
and cool slightly. Beat IO egg yo lks until 
light. Pour warm cream on eggs. Melt 4 oz. 
sweet chocolate and add to mixture. Return 
to stove and heat until warm, stirring con-
stantly. Remove from heat, add I teaspoon 
vanilla and strain. Pour in cups to cool 
beCore serving. 
TROPICAL AMBROSIA 
I No. 21/2 can fruit cocktai l, drained 
:3 tablespoons concentrated lemonade 
I1h cups coconut 
Combine all ingredients in serving bowl. 
Chill about one hour before serving. 
CREME DE MENTHE CLOUD 
Let:3 pints lemon sherbet stand in a large 
bowl at room temperature until slightly 
softened ; add l~ cup green creme de men the 
and blend well. Spoon into a six-<:up tower 
mold, trying to avoid making air spaces. 
Cover with foil or saran and freeze. 
Several hours before serving, chill cookie 
sheet in freezer for a few minutes, and then 
invert mold on it. Lay cloths, wrung out 
in hot water, over the mold's surface. Repeat 
until mold can be lifted off the sherbet and 
return sherbet on cookie sheet to the freezer. 
Using wide spatula, slide sherbet mold 
from cookie sheet to cake plate when ready 
to serve. Around base and on top, arrange 
sprigs of holly. 
"THE PENINSULA'S OUTSTANDING SHOP FOR MEN-" 
At the Coso Munros where it is eosy to pork.-
e a I" 





CORSETS CUSTOM FITTED 
BY REGISTERED CORSETIERS 
.1", 







.. Under one rool" 
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GHOSTS AND GOBLINS GALORE 
Ut,l. ghosts and goblins arf! shown at 'he picnic held by CA B4 an1 their families on Holloween olternoon at 'he Na.,y Golf Course picnic grounds. 
A, right, The MonsIer (LCDR Bill Bryont) and t ne Little Old Lady ( Larry d"soJlrel) are assisting CDR Ar' Fusco (section '~rJer) 
CIS he fOps the keg at the picnic. 00'(. Shepherd is looking on, 
BACCALAUREATE AND 
GENERAL LINE 
Editor: Joyce KlIopp 
Reporters: Claire Knight, Nalley Wood , 
Nalley DOll nellan, Sue Abercrombie, Betty 
Ne.,ky 
CMA4 ... Casey (LCDR Randy Billings, 
that is) wou ld waltz with a strawberry 
blonde (Peggy) and the 12th Nava l District 
Band played on, L T and Mrs. J erry Ander-
son glided across the floor, and L T Warren 
Bay danced with the girl he adores, and the 
band played on! LT and Mrs. Bill Dwyer 
hosted the waltzers long after the last strains 
of ffGoodnight Ladies," Ihus Ihe Navy Ball 
MONTEREY 
was a huge success for CMA4's LTjg and 
Mrs. Houshang Bebrouz, LCDR and Mrs. 
Nobel Davis, LCDR and Mrs. Bob Hollings. 
worth, LCDR and Mrs. Bill Mo)'e and LT 
and Mrs. Manou Seddigh. 
It was not the witching hour, but anum· 
ber of weeks laler thai the witches' brew 
was stirred and the ball gowns gave way 10 
pumpkins and skeletons for the Halloween 
festi vities held in the haunting atmosphere 
of Villa Caruso. From the cob-web cool 
wine ce llar 10 the rafters filled with papier-
mache bats, the hobgoblins, LCDR and Mrs. 
Dick. Treat and LT and Mrs. Zeke Wilson 
did superbly with the arrangements and 
FR 5-2411 
til Ql{8Jl mU11fl}l8" 
GARDEN HOTEL 
Prime Rib Time 6 to 10 P.M. • Cocktails.and Dancing Nightly 
Sunday Afte rnoon Informal Dancing in the Fiesta Room a t the pool, .. to 7 P.M. 
DIAMONDS WATCHES GI FTS 
and Jewe lry Repa iring 
FRontier 2-5308 
419 ALVARADO STREET " He. t to State TI, . ot' e" 
TROPHY & SILVER AW A RDS 
Olliciol School Emblem 
oyoi/oble 10' all gil,s 
ortJ O'ft'O, J s 
Eng ra ving 
MO NTEREY, CA LI FORNIA 
decorations. 
The wives met recently for a coffee at the 
home of Mrs. Joe Kamrad. She was assisted 
by Mrs. Lynn Ford. Mrs. Mike Hardesty 
was named new hospitality chairman at this 
gathering. 
The Navy·UC football game found root· 
e rs LT and Mrs. Joe Ausley, LT and Mrs. 
Bill Dwyer, LT and Mrs. Lynn Ford, LCDR 
and Mrs. Bill Franklin and LCDR and Mrs. 
Bob Lane in the stands. 
LCDR and Mrs. Randy Billings have 
recently entertained CMA4's Iranian ex-
change students, LTjg and Mrs. H oushang 









88b A BREGO AT M UNRAS 
MONTEREY 
Poge Twenty-Six 
THE TOGA ! 
How dare you look this devastating! Unfair-
but who cares? House rules are made to be 
broken when you wear the toga . . _ a streak 
of lightening with a drawstring waist, slit at 
the si des to a bare-thee-well t An open and shut 
case of magnetic attraction ... marvelous gift 
to turn a girt into a goddess! FormfitjRogers 
own nylon tricot in White with Ice-Cafe, Egypt· 
ian Blue with White , and Red wi th Green. 




OCEAN AVEN UE 
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who are leaving soon. Will will sincerely 
miss them from our roster, as wel l as LCDR 
Kyu Hwang, LT T ong Hwi Yun, and LT 
C. S. Kim of Korea; and LCDR Shun-Cheng 
Liang and LCDR Chieh-T sao Lin of T ai-
wan. A farewell dinner is planned for them 
on December I2 at the Casa Munras H otel. 
CMA4 is qu ite proud to have Peggy Bill-
ings representing us as Vice-Pres. of the 
OWC. Congratulations to her and all the 
new offi cers! 
Count ing the days until Christmas Leave 
are LT and Mrs. Denny T aipale and chil-
dren who a re flying back for a reunion wi th 
their famili es in Cleveland, Ohio. 
LCDR and Mrs. Bill Franklin were the 
guests, along with LCDR and Mrs. Nobel 
Dav is, of LCDR Bill Davis, at the recent 
Navy Day Dinner. Noble's brother is Aide 
to VAOM Stroop, who was the principal 
speaker at the d inner. 
DMA3 . .. A su rpri se shower was held 
at the home of H azel Mye rs, co-hostess with 
Barba ra T aylor, for G lori a Melville who is 
expec ting her fourth child some time in 
November. 
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Congratulations to our newly selected 
LCDRs, Ron Marquis and Walt Wood. 
Ron and J an Marquis will be leaving us 
at the end of this term for Charleston • .,. t.:. 
. . _ H appy trip! 
A lingerie party was held at the home of 
Emil Thompson . . _ for "Men Only"!! to 
permit ~Iec li on of Christmas presents for 
the wives. 
CAA4 ... The first term is over, Q.P.R.'s 
figured out and the exchange resupplied 
with aspirin! Owesney's have journeyed to 
San Diego, Lou J ackets to San Francisco, 
and the Donnellans to Santa's Vi llage. 
Carl and Wilma Wues t were visited by 
LCDR and Mrs. Will iam Platte and their 
five children, and by the J ohn Dryer famil y. 
A delightful luncheon for the wives was 
held in Carmel Valley at the Los Laureles 
Lodge. 
J ean Villar and Marilyn Downs co-hosted 
bridge thi s month at Mari lyn's home. 
DMB3 ... Wives combined their enthusi-
astic response with the owe in October 
for a del ightful evening at the fashion show. 
DINNERS 
5 P.M .• 11 P.M. Daily 
The original stylings of 
PAUL HOLDEN 
At the Piano Bar 
2200 Fr,mo nt Boulevo rd 
LUNCHEON 
11 :30 • 2:30 Mond.y thru Frid. y 
SECTION PARTIES WELCOMED 
• 
Ne w York or Filet Mignon 
cut to any th ickness desired 
MONTEREY'S ONLY l00"j. STEAK HOUSE 
Headquorters for the Entire Family 
FOR ME N Bostonians · Ba lly of Switzerland • Evans 
FOR WOMEN Lilellri de Na luro liur - Fiancee • Fortunet 
FOR CHILDREN Jumping Joch U. S. KE DS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY 
ESTATE PROGRAMMING 
BOB ENGELBRECHT - FRANK HEBERT 
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DMB3 and DMA3 ghosts and goblins 
gathered at N.A.F. (or an Italian dinner 
around carved pumpkins and cornstalks (or 
their Halloween party. The clever costumes 
added to the merriment of the evening. 
CABS . . . Carmel's Hearthstone was the 
setting chosen by Mary Baker and Maril yn 
Patterson for an enjoyable luncheon. The 
door prize, a cand y- filled jack-a' -Iantern, 
was won by Donna Hodgens. 
CAB3 made nAn Evening with Noel 
Coward" a section aHair, and was well rep-
resented at the Little Theater production. 
Bridge players enjoyed evenings of b ridge 
in the homes of Pat Schmidt and Je rry 
Davis. 
Wives of the section got a head sta rt on 
Chri stmas crafts when they met at the home 
of Lynn Sheffield, where Betty Hughes con-
ducted a !!Christmas wreath workshop." 
CAB4 ... Many hotdogs, marshmallows 
and do-nu ts; also much cider and bee r was 
consumed by CAB4 and their famil ies at 
the Navy Golf Course picnic grounds H al-
loween afternoon, hosted by Larry and Suzie: 
deBoxtel. An ee rie mood prevailed wi th the 
wonderful decorations and favors tha t the 
Bill Bryants provided . Judgi ng of the cos-
tumes was d one by CDR and Mrs. Ralph 
Botten (section adviso r) and LCDR Vern 
Daniels with prizes awarded to the children. 
Even though it was p retty chilly everyone: 
still enjoyed bobbing for apples and were 
home in time for the onslaught o f trick or 
trea ters. 
CDR and Mrs. Frank J . Last, Jr., p res-
ently on the staff at W hidby Island , visited 
CDR and Mrs. Art Fusco. Mrs. Fusco and 
Mrs. Las t are cousins. Also CDR and Mrs. 
Art Fusco had as houseguesls Mrs. J ohn 
( E\'e1yn) Nicholson and her four children 
from Lemoore. LCDR Nicholson, who is in 
Viet Nam, will be joining h is family the 
end o f November and will be start ing in the 
December class at the P.C . School. 
Mrs. Larry (Suzie ) deBoxtel was hostess 
for the section bridge in her home and 
plans we re formulated for future card ses-
sions. 
LCDR and Mrs. Bob Loomis entertained 
houseguests from Lemoore, LCDR and Mrs. 
J . P. Miller and their son, Parker. 
Mrs. Bill (Bonnie ) Brya nt recently held 
the monthly section wives coffee in her 
home. 
LCDR and Mrs. H arry May en tert ained 
the section in their Pebble Beach home 
November 21. They se rved bed terriyaki on 
rolls and turkey- and their extra special 
punch . Their theme was " punch and 
munch," with a clever centerpiece of a pink 
sna il munching on a d aisy. 
THE CLASSMATE 
NAVAL AIR FACILITY 
Editors: Meredith Potter, Carot Jones 
Eleanor Estes and Fran Corcoran hosted 
a morning coffee at the Estes' Pebble Beach 
home. 
The wives again met fo r brunch a t the 
Colden West Pancake H ouse where Thelma 
Atk ins won the cen terpi«e doo r prize. 
Hostesses for this event were J ane Bur-
roughs and Nancy H arris. Meredith Potter 
was appointed to act as sec retary-treasurer 
for the NAF wi ves . 
The H arris children ha ve enjoyed a recent 
visi t from their grandmother (Nancy's 
mOlher) , Mrs. A. S. Miller of San Marcos. 
Invtsible 
Poge Twenty-Seven 
A tombstone path led the way to the NAF 
H alloween Costume Cocktail Pa rty, where 
each officer found his face ca ri catured in 
a comic wall mural. A bottle of champagne 
was awarded Bill Potte r, who du nked for 
and consumed the mos t vodka-i nj« ted or-
anges. Returning for the ga la evening 015 
guests of Bob and Thelma Atkins we re for-
mer NAFers : J ohn and Mary Pounds and 
George and Deedee C regory. Dick Boyd, 
now at the PC School, returned to NAF for 
the evening with Judy T aylor, and Bob 
Cooper introduced the group to his new 
fiancee, Carole Rash. 
Good interior decorating is like good manners . .. never obvious. Let's 
face it ... a room tha t shouts-" DONE BY A DECORATOR" isn 't 
desirable. Instead, a room should whisper "this is the war. the Jones 
family live~nd don ' t they have good taste." A RUDOLPH S decorator 
puts "you" in the room. We labor long and search for to fi nd just the 
right things to suit your personality. We even encourage you to keep 
treasured pieces of family fumiture--because they reflect your way of life. 
IPerhaps old favorites need a little up-dating, but we try to be tactful in 
our suggestions.) 
In short, when RUDOLPH'S helps you with your interior d ecora ting, your 
friends are apt to say, li My, your room is beQutifu~nd it looks iust 
like you." 
p.s. RUDOLPH'S aecorators become visible upon request. 
801 lighthouse Avenue Since 1906 Monterey, Ca lifomia 
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HALLOWEEN HI.lINKS FOR DMA3 • DM!3 
Two crftoturftl Irom OUlftr SpaCft (at Iftlt) yisit tfl. Halloween Party field by Sections DMS3 and DMA3. Silent yisi'orJ were ,flosft pictur.d in tile eftnt.r , 
wlli/e 0 ' rigJ.t , two paning " motoriJtJ " drop in lor 0 yisit. 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
Editor: Nanc), SmOlders 
Reporters: Sammy CamlJbtll. limn)' Gal-
braith, Leslit Clark, Kay Cor1lell, Libba 
H ill, Dim/t Rocht, Marie Ross, Eleanor 
Swansott 
SC\V4 ... During October, husbands and 
wives got together at the Spindrift Restau-
rant for cocktails and dinner. After dining 
the group moved to the NAf Officers Club 
for a pleasant e\'ening planned by Linda 
Austin. 
Wives met at the home of Deanna Dupler 
for a "come-as-you-are" wine-tasting party. 
Winners were Eileen Gudmullson, Addie 
Siegel and Louise Guilbault. Hostesses for 
the affair wer Deanna Dupler. Mary Bell 
and Mary Crabbs. 
Bridge sessions for Octolxr were held at 
the homes of Eileen Gudmunson, Nancy 
Larkin and Barbara Lighton. 
SAY4 ... The Beeches , Trosts, Witts and 
Clarks had a gay evening at the Military 
Ball 1 making the most of the occasion to 
Hd ress up" and relax in the Ilend of term" 
feeling. 
Later in the month , Carol Ross and J an 
Schiffner gave bridge parties for the section 
wIves. 
Karen Brown and Mary Ford arranged a 
picnic to include all the family members. 
There was some division of forces at the 
onse t as there are two picnic grounds at 
NAF, but eventually the site with the beer 
won out-naturally. All seventeen or the 
chi ldren had a fine time. 
SBX4 . . . With the husbands doing lots 
of studying, the wives met to play bridge 
at Merr-i ll Quast's and Libba Hill's. Anita 
Dorsey had a delightful coffee to welcome 
some new girls and make plans for a part y. 
T om and Sallie Klapp had Tom's folks 
from Des Moines1 Iowa, for a visit. Genie 
and Charlie Remoll had as guests Bill and 
Leah Risner all the way from Norfo lk, while 
Tom and Susan Tettenburn traveled to Cor-
onado to be in a wedding. 
SDV4 ... The addition of five more 
couples to our section provided an ideal 
excuse for a section get-acquainted party in 
October. Bill and Ginny Galbraith were 
the hosts for this section gathering at their 
La Mesa home. 
SMD4a ... The section wives met at the 
Gobi Inn for this month's luncheon. 
October 24th proved to be a fun fill er! 
"ONE OF MONTEREY'S SMARTEST DRESS SHOPS" 
COATS' SUITS' DRESSES' ETIENNE AIGNER HANDBAGS 
AFternoon and Cocktail Dresses and Long Formals 
195 W . FRANKLIN STREET PHONE FR 2-4424 
night. The evening got off to a delicious 
start with a spaghetti dinner at the La Mesa 
home of Dan and Meg O'NeiJ, followed by 
a bowling party at the Monterey Lanes, and 
came to an end at the Warehouse on Can-
nery Row. 
TIle hostesses for th is month 's joint bridge 
party with SMD4b were Meg O'Neil and 
Betty Kramer. 
Betty and George Kramer enjoyed the 
company of George's parents visiting from 
Seattle, Wash. 
Diane Roche recently £lew to Chicago to 
visit her family. 
A second combined event of the month 
was a luncheon at the Tuck Box in Carmel 
with section SMD4b. 
HIGH FASHION 
Coloring and Styling 
KatH!ls 
HAIR STYLIST 
b5 Soledad Dr. Monterey 
Open Eyenl ngs 8y Appointment 
Phone FR 2-4702 
Monte Vilta Shopping Center 
(By the Hill Th eotre ) 
• 
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ELECTRONICS AND 
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING 
Editor: Alia Ferguson 
Reporte rs : Arlene Devins, Ann Hall, 
Connie Wright, Angela Brown, Fran Preston 
EBZ4 ... Florence Phillips and Shirley 
Nofziger were co .. hostesses for the wives' 
bridge group. 
The wives lunched at the Mark Thomas 
[nn. The outing was planned by Carletta 
Eyer and Marga ret Hutchins. 
LT William C. Hotard and LTjg Richard 
J. Boyd were hosts for a section steak bar-
becue at NAF. 
EBW3 .. . Abol Ardalan, Iran, and Pat 
Fajado, Chile, hosted the section party at 
the Casa Munras in October. Dinner and 
dancing to the Casa Combo was the order 
of business fo r the evening. The presence 
of celebrities and the announcement of the 
coming marriage in December of Karl Kos-
tenbader to Linda McCrea, now attending 
UCLA, lent an ai r of celebration to the 
festivities. 
Sara Jones and Ann Hall each hosted 
a bridge for the ladies in October. 
The luncheon at the Outrigger, arranged 
jointly by Chris Erikson of EBZ3 and Mary 
Clinton of EBW3, was enjoyed by the ga ls 
of both sections. 
TBX3 . . . The section enjoyed a !fBYOB" 
party at the home of Lynn and Randy Carll 
THE CLASSMATE 
in October. 
The October coffee was held at the home 
of Martha Estrella, with a surprise wedding 
shower for Evelyn (Tyler) Yancura. 
Taking adva ntage of the term break., 
M yrtie and Les Kagey enjoyed sightseeing 
at Kings Canyon National Park; Jan and 
Cleve Loman visited Pinnacles National 
Monument and J o and Forrest Cunningham 
explored the wonders of Disneyland. 
Mrs. Albert Pearce of Baltimore visited 
her daughter and son-in-law, Angela and 
Don Brown, in October to welcome her 
newest granddaughter. 
Among those attending the Navy-Calif 
football game were Larry Stiers, J an and 
Cleve Loman, Al and Marilyn Boyle. 
EBX4 ... Loren and Ann Harper hosted 
Page Twenty-Nine 
a pre-Halloween potluck supper at their 
La Mesa home. The monthly bridge get-
together was held at Sandra Dean 's. 
EBW4 ... Section wives gathered to 
celebrate Halloween with a luncheon spon-
so red by Judy Dietrich at Neil DeVaughn's. 
There were many out-of-town visitors 
this month. Kirby and Mary Hanson ente r-
tained Mary's mother, Mrs. Curtis Ray of 
Fresno. Bob and Carol Walsh were visited 
by Carol's father, Raymond Connelly, Sr., 
from Milwaukee. Ray and Maureen Schrein-
er enjoyed a visit from Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Okie. 
This month's section party started with 
beer and snacks at Ray and Maureen 
Schreiner's then continued over pizza at the 
swinging Warehouse. 
owe ADVISORS HONORED 
Mrs. D. R. Shaffer and Mrs. B. Mussetto were join t honorees at a tea on December 2 
given by members of the Genera l Board of the OWC. 
The tea was held at the home of the club president, Mrs. J ames Anderson, and honored 
Mrs. Shaffer as the retiring adviso r of the owe and Mrs. Mussetto as the incoming advisor. 
Guests included members of both the present and past boards of the club. Arrangements for 
the tea were made by the Hospitality Committee, Sandra Demand, chairman. 
Mrs. Shaffer was presented with a gold pin to which was attached a USN Postgraduate 
School charm. 
Mrs. Shaffer was also honored recently at a luncheon given by Mrs. Charles Bergin, 
honorary president of the OWC. Guests at the luncheon were members of the board of the 
Staff Wives Officers Club and members of the outgoing General Board of the OWC. 
Mrs. Mussetto is the wife of CDR Musseuo, who recently reli eved CDR Shaffer as 
Cu rricula r Officer for the Ordnance Curricu lum. 
FASHION FABRICS 
Weicollle Aboard 
We stock Vogue, Simplicity, McCall's and Advance Panerns. 
The largest selection of domestic and imported fabrics 
on the Peninsula. 
Drapery materials on order. 
BANKAMERICARD AVAILABLE 
1123 Fremont Boulevard, Seaside • Phone 375-5963 
Owned and operaled by CDR and M". u,e C. Mills, USN (ReI.) 
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ACROSS FROM THE 
NAVY POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
Your Prestige A ddress For Fun 
On Th e Monte re y Peninsula 
• DI N ING • DANCING • COCKTAILS 
• RECEPTIONS 
• LADIES' LUNCHEONS 
• GOLF A ND SWIMMING 
• 140 LOVELY ROOMS 
Everything To Please Your Out-of-T own Guests 
Now Feoturing 
" 01 SCO-TETE-A-TETE" 
(More INN-tima te than San Francisco's DISCOTHEQ UES) 
Phone 
372-8161 
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS AND 
NAVAL MANAGEMENT 
Editor: Carol Beatty 
Reporters: Eilun Shanley, Sara Kirkland, 
Linda Ainsworth, Pat Grimes, Terri Sick~ 
man, i udy Myers, Suzie Davis 
MNW4 . . . The October luncheon was 
held at the Cinza. Hostesses Becky Zip-
perer, Jo Carrett and Mary Davidson dec-
orated the table with dolls from different 
countries in honor of United Nations Week. 
The more da ring ate with chopsticks which 
were provided along with the conventional 
knives and forks. 
The section bridge was held at Judy 
Myers'. Decorations were on a Halloween 
theme. 
ROY4 ... A group enjoyed a delightful 
dinner-before-the-ball at Neil deVaughn's 
on Cannery Row. 
Joan VanLeeuwen and Carolyn Stanford 
hosted a get-together for the wives at Hid-
den Village. An interesting menu of coffee, 
teas and pastries made the evening a big hit. 
The October bridge was held in Herr-
mann Hall. Co-hostesses were Betsy Holmes 
and Jean Hoecker. 
The stage for a Halloween costume party 
was the lovely home or Pete and Jane Ma-
loney. Decorations were clever and the 
heavy hors d'oeuvres delicious. Meg Sharp 
tooL:. the best costume prize as a top-to-toe 
"Blue Spirit." Even her below-the-waist 
tresses were pale blue! Cag prizes or a black 
kitten and turtle went respectively to George 
and Anne Lanman and ~~Eph" and Betsy 
Holmes. 
Sandy and Pete Fitzwilliam enjoyed hav-
ing Sandy's mother with them ror the ar-
rival of thtir rourth baby. 
Al and Vera Haugtn entertained Vera's 
brother and his wire (rom Hollywood ror 
a weekend. 
LT and Mrs. John Fraunces rrom Fort 
Huenent wert guests of the George Lan-
mans ror several days. 
John and Cwenyth Roberts wtre paid a 
very pleasant visit by Gwenyth's parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald deB. J ohnson or 
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
MNZ4 . .. Arter enjoying the unique 
Japanese rare or the Ginza in October, the 
wives gathered at June Simpson's in Carmel 
ror luncheon and a rash ion show by Foot-
lights and Fancy. Tracy Barrett, Dolores 
Smith, Colleen Sullivan and Ceil Rooney 
did the rine planning or these outings. 
Bridge has been very popular with three 
tables playing at the homes or Tracy Barrttt, 
Colleen Sullivan and Shirley Rushing in 
La Mesa, and Anne Reddens in Paciric 
Grove. 
ROZ4 ... Ida Donis was a bridge hostess 
along with Katina Issacson last month. 
A dinner party at the Studio Theatre in 
Carmel was the highlight or the month. 
Nancy and Tom Athey had a get-together 
arterwards at their home in Carmel Valley. 
R003b ... A Ju~cheon (or the wives 
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at Neil DeVaughn's was hosted by Claudine 
Slankard. 
A bridge party was held in the Silk Horse 
Lounge with Julie Lyon taking first prize. 
Fran and Wendy Powell gave a roclin' 
costume party on Halloween Eve at their 
home. After entering via a darkened horror 
chamber, guests were gree ted by Fran ff the 
witch" and Wendy Hthe devil." First prize 
for the best costumes went to John and 
Sally Libey who arrived as mummies, after 
an hour and a half of Hpreparation." Peggy 
Wood was most outstandi ng as li the Great 
Pumpkin," and delivered her son, 8Ih lb. 
Eric, only hours after the party. Barclay 
accompanied Peggy as Linus. J ohn and 
Angela Howe took a prize as HThe Mun-
sters." Lil and Joe Riley came as f' the 
farmer and his !missus,' " Jane and Don 
Stone as Uintegrated radicals," Don and 
Kay Beatty as !!Sir Edmund Hillary and 
the Abominable Snowman," Ellen and 
Larry Treadwell as "Granny and her play-
boy son," and Karen and Dick Page as " Mid-
Easterners," Jerry and Terry Knutson 
dressed as uJoe College and Betty Coed," 
and Tom and Sara Kirkland as a uMonarch 
butterfly and entomologist." Marge and Bob 
McArthur were attention-getters arriving in 
a mattress carton and addressed to the 
Powells. Guests were Bob and Jo Moore, 
neighbors of the Powells. 
MNY4 .. . To celebrate the end of the 
first term, a steak dinner was held at NAP. 
After dinner, the wives surprised the C. E. 
Fleurys with a gift (or their new twins. The 
wives enjoyed their first luncheon at Neil 
DeVaughan's. Hostesses were Kay McClel-
lan and Marguerite Davis. 
October bridge was hosted by Nancy 
O 'Conner in her home and Betty Sheets was 
the hostess for November bridge. 
PMZ4 ... An after-the-dance pizza party 
was held by the Chapmans following the 
military ball thus ending the evening on a 
relaxed and happy note for all. 
The following weekend found the Ray 
Williams, Cass Sjoaka and Bud Mauldin 
rooting for Navy at the Navy-Cal game at 
Berkeley. 
CoHees were held for the section wives 
by Jerry OUo and Pat Nelson. The section 
bridge was at Pat Grimes'. 
Both the Nelsons and Regans had house-
guests from afar. The Jahns are enjoying a 
visit from her mother, all the way from 
Savannah, Ga. 
The Nelsons and daughters enjoyed a 
sunny weekend in San Diego before return-
ing to rainy Monterey. 
ROOSa . . . The wives tried their luck at 
bingo at the Postgraduate School instead of 
the monthly coHee. Unfortunately, no prize 
winners were among the group hosted by 
Penny Bangert and Eloise Stanley. 
' ''ith hosts Bill Dougherty and Jim 
Beatty serving as chefs, the section had a 
usteak fry" dinner in the Trident Room. 
COL and Mrs. Amos, parents of Sail)' 
Graessle, were guests. 
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WELCOME ABOARD 
AND WELCOME TO TERRACE FASHIONS 
For your holiday frolicking, a spaghetti strap sheath with slim skirt and over-blouse 
of sequins. Or .. . a soft, full skirt of chiffon with a sequin top ... they're both 
In good taste and so is the champagne which the man in your life will surely want 
to pour for you. $32.98 each, at your T errace Fashion Store. 
Four reasons why you will enjoy shopping at TERRACE FASHIONS 
Everything for the lady Something nice for all occasions 
Infants & Litle Girls Wear at the Marina Store 
Quality merchandise at moderate prices 
372-3790 
Charge aCC01lllts welcome BankAmericarcl honored 
~errace las/tiolls 
Ord Terrace Ctnter - Seaside EI Rancho Shopping Cenler - Marina 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
Editor: Gloria Bassett 
Reporters: Val Swor, ltm~ Saw/lOolt, 
Carol K rate" l ltatutte Gatje 
MOD ... We were pleased ( 0 have such 
a good turnout of the section wives to work 
on the decorations for the owe election 
and fashion show, and we' re proud of Ann 
lllOmas who was elected the new corre-
sponding secreta ry. 
Bridge hostesses this month were Gretch-
en Irvine, Margo t Ceres and Arley J ane 
Furminger. 
The sec tion wives enjoyed a luncheon at 
the Sable Knight, with Bobbie J ones and 
Amy Kordek making the arrangements. 
MAZ4 .. . Section couples had an enjoy-
able evening when they gathered at the 
Presidio for the Sunday night buffet pre-
ceded by a cocktail hour. J ohn and Nancy 
Higginson made the plans. 
The bi-monthly wives' bridge group was 
entertained by Carol Kratch and Margaret 
Smith. 
Section advisor LCDR Tom LeDew and 
wi fe, Nancy, had husbands and wives to 
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their home for dinner, and even the calorie 
counters couldn' t resist seconds and thirds 
of the tas ty Italian food. 
MMM3 ... Shiela and Phil Taylor had 
as recent guests Shiela 's mother, Mrs. War-
ren McNamee from Panama, and also her 
brother, Dennis, who is attending school in 
San Diego. They enjoyed the sights of San 
Francisco during their stay. 
Martha Stevenson was hostess for the 
section bridge group this past month. 
MEZ4 ... Dr. Jekyll 's efficient nurse 
sent invitations to section members and 
wives, annou ncing that appointments had 
been made for them for an evening visit in 
the IIGood Doctor'sl! laboratory at 133 
Leidig Ci rcle. Dr. Jekyll (Section leader 
LT C. H. Stewart) and his ttmercy-kill ing" 
nurse (wife, Becky), greeted each " patient" 
as he arrived. Before the evening was over, 
a motley crew was assembled . . . Bozo 
Clown (Tom Gainer, costume prize win-
ner ) and wife tlMorticia" (Julene) ; tlWal_ 
ter" Bill Schramm and wi fe, Mimi; ttDap_ 
per" Bud Carlson and his nSurgica l" 
Stormy; the trLeopards," Ken and Sue Hin-
SEE )1,el-0 - Dee 
FOR BEAUTIFUL CORSAGES, CUT FLOWERS 
BLOOMING PLANTS, AND GIFTS 
Flowers Telegraphed Everywhere 
FREE DELIVERY 
Carmel • Monterey • Pacific Grove • Sea,ide • Del Rey Oaks 
La Me'" Village • Marino • Fort Ord 
1697 fREMONT BLVD. TELEPHONE 394·6516 SEASIDE, CALIFORNIA 
MONTUEY AND 
SEASIDE PLANNING A PARTY? 
Let Us Help 
You ••• 
For Free Oeli.,ery Call One of OUI 2 Convenient Location, 
CAUIoEL AND 
,EIILE lEACH 
• Fre. Pculy PlaDDlng S."i~ 
• Fr .. o.lh·e,..,. 
· w. Cany OW' OwD Brand. 
At V.ry Special Prl~. SURF n' SAND BOnLE SHOP 
• I~ Cube. Fr •• 
• Gla •• ware aDd Punchbowl. loaDed 
AI 110 Chorge 
• CoD •• Di.DI ~onthly Charg. Account. 
'TH AND JUNI'UO 
(N •• ' to 'ilot MCllh') 
MA 4-1544 
90% OF OUR BUSINESS IS RESALE OF HOMES 
Our st.ff is tr. ined to equip the BUYER with .rea f.cts such .s Schools, Churches. Shops, Transport. 
Tlxes. etc. . And they know VALUES. 
\1; 
71\ 
...---"d 'tlC1 ~l(. -" ~5Jl' 
. ...... . I • ~ 
............... - .~ .~ 
122 WEBSTER 
TAYLOR REAL ESTATE 
Colo"el E. W . Taylor (l.t.) 
lEALTOl 
Call Altytime 
\313 - 276101 MONTEREY 
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Angie ! rawn was surprised recently at an "o/,er-
baby" shower gilfen by wins 01 Section E!XJ. 
The shower was giyen at the home 01 
Mary )0 Cunningham. 
man; ttPirate" Lowell Webb and his feed-
sack clad partner, Sandy; and Mr. and Mrs. 
Santa Claus, Jean and Jim Sawhook. 
Patients were required to pass certain 
dex terity tests, both in the laboratory and 
in the stree ts of La Mesa. A Scavenger 
H unt made up the outdoor test, then in the 
1! labo ratory," lungs were tested by fill ing 
balloons, and weights wert~ tested by having 
to sit upon a balloon until it popped. By 
this time, patients were ready for the final 
test, and tlMercy" escorted each one to her 
personal laboratory, the kitchen, where the 
sense of smell was put to a fine test on such 
a variety or concoctions as cocoa, coffee, 
toothpaste, lemon, and peanut butter. Need-
less to say, the Ltopards were the winners! 
After tests were completed, patients were 
allowed to pick up thei r prescriptions at a 
buffet tahle, Jaden with tu rkey, ham and 
warm rolls. Never did find out what was in 
.ha. RED punch! 
Section wives planned an evening out 
with husbands early in November . . . 
cocktails at the Highlands Inn and dinner 
at Rocky Point. 
MOZ4 . .. The Danners gave a Hail and 
Farewell Party in honor of the old and 
new terms. 
NAVAL ENGINEERING 
Editor: Katltlttn Lamay 
Reporters : S lurry Ward , Mary 'Towle, 
Bunny Stllmbo, Pat Christensen 
NGZ4 ... The ghosts and goblins were 
out ill full force the ni ght before Halloween 
at Jim and Beth Knoor's house. Our section 
arrived dressed in costumes ranging from 
Dracula to a female rootball player. 
Congratulations to J im and Beth Knoor 
for leading the Young People's Fellowship 
of SI. Barbara's Mission in Marina. The 
group would not be meeting without the 
Knoor's sponsorship . 
Ed and Billie Southern enjoyed enter-
tai ning a former classmate, Richard Harvey 
and fami ly from Sebastopol, Calif. 
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NGX4 ... Carol and Arnie Rislad had 
as their houseguest, Carol's father, Mr. R. L. 
Hume of Savannah. Mr. and Mrs. M. A. 
Bennett, Roger's parents, of Klamath Falls, 
Ore., visited Anne and Roger Bennett. Sandy 
and Dave Parish spent the term break. week-
end in San F ranciseo. Bob and Deanna 
Rumney and Mary and Bob T owle spent 
the weekend in Yosemite. Ann and Frank 
Munger, Anne and Rogc:r IknneH and Mary 
and Bob Towle wefe rooters (or Navy at the 
avy-Ca l game. Mrs. Aloise C. Resch, of 
Ch icago, has been visi ting Creg and Mary 
Resch. Frances and Marty Staiger were 
hosts (or the section at a cookout. Ann 
Mun~r hosted the bridge for the section 
wives this month. 
N HA2 ... The Bairds' October guests 
were Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Baird, Sr. , and 
Scott's sister, Mrs. Martin. Angela Miklos 
is at home in Norwalk , Conn., caring for 
her mother. Carl and Carole Ann Albero 
had a nice retreat to San Francisco. The 
Piersalls had visi tors from Los Angeles, Mr. 
and Mrs. A. V. Keller. The Bairds hosted a 
cocktai l pa rty before the Ball and the Klo· 
rigs, Miklos and the Wards enjoyed their 
good punch . 
lLA2 . .. Section wives surprised. Mad· 
e1yn Fenick and presented her with a porta· 
crib in readiness for the arrival of William 
Fenick. On hand to gree t the new a rrival 
was hi s grandmother, Mrs. Gavin, from 
Bridgeport, Conn. 
The Saraccos, Yockeys and Lamays spent 
the weekend of the Navy.Ca l game in San 
Francisco. The score might have bun sad, 
but the ci ty and all it oUers ce rt ain ly 
brightened our spirits. 
NLA.'J . NGO .. Champagne punch 
served from a three tiered fountain, a de· 
BALLROOM 
DANCE CLASSES 
learn the Donees of 
Todoythe Easy Way 
New Closses Star, 
Second Week in 
Jonuory 
Group Classes 2 Hour Ins,r uc t ion 
$3 .00 per couple 





LARRY PELLEGRINI 514 LIGHTHOUSE AVE. 
Instructor MONTEREY 
Phone: Monterey 375·3531 
Salinas 4Z4·6Z01 
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li cious luncheon and a view of the bay and 
Monte rey coastline provided the setting for 
a surprise baby shower in honor of Frances 
Flikeid, given by Peggy Mauz. 
The monthly meeting of the wives was a 
Tupperware Party at the home of Frances 
Flikeid with Carol Feeney as co·hosless. 
Frances had as special guest her mother, 
Mrs. Ward Rolland who, with her husband, 
Dr. Rolland, drove up from Los Angeles 
for a few days. 
The second weekend of the Little Theatre 
plays, many couples gathered at the Officers 
Club for cocktails and dinner before attend· 
ing the production together. Afterward Mike 
Shortal hosted a delightful party at his home 
in Woodridge Acres. 
The Navy·Cal game found J ohn and Judy 
Wandell , Jack and Frances Flikeid 1 Hank 
and Peggy Mauz, J erry and J udy Loveless1 
J ack and Carol Feeney, and Dick and Liz 
Emmett journeying to San Francisco. 
Out.of·town guests are beginning to 
arrive. Among those ha\'e been Nancy H od-
kins' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray E. Larson 1 
from Kansas City. 
lI1ae 
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
Edil0r: Dagmar McGill 
Reporters: Jean Manahan, Dee Holds, 
Bobbi Yost, Dianne Brdton, Joan Sullivan. 
Billi. M irc/ufl 
The Navy vs. Cal game and the USNPGS 
Little Theater presentation of trAn Evening 
with Nod Coward" dominated October's 
social calendar. The game drew hordes of 
students and wives to the Bay Area and, 
despite the outcome, the surrounding week.· 
end activities in the ci ty were a huge success. 
In the case of the Little Theater presenta-
tion, the Aero Dept. again responded to 
enjoy the talents of their own Anne Will· 
marth, Nick. Gallinaro and John Sloan. 
BAZ.'J and AAZ3 . .. Wives of these two 
sections combined forces to descend on 
Monterey Lanes for some afternoon bowl-
ing. H ostesses for the event were AAZ3's 
Adrienne McCullough and Joan Conner. 
AAZ4 ... Jackie Clift and Sue Christen-
son co·hosted a potluck. luncheon at . Sue's 
in November. The luncheon doubled as a 
surprise baby shower for Joanne Ehlers. 





1_ ... Gwrs AND GREETING CARDS 
... FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BUYING 
• • • ... ... ... SPECIALIZING IN CRECHES THIS YEAR 
HAIR STYLING TO EMPHASIZE YOUR MOST ATTRACTIVE FEATURES 
THE FINEST WIGS AND HAIR PIECES MADE TO ORDER AT REASONABLE PRICES 
PARKING IN REAR 
T ele phon. 372·6084 
838 ABREGO • MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
Formerly with 
Antoine de 'aril 
o.d 
Elilabeth Arden, New Yorlt 
SPECIAL TO NEWCOMERS 
(One to 0 fomily) 
Bring this ad b.for. F.bruary 1 for a 
complimentary Hair Styling cut 
(Etc.pl Frido" olld SaturdaY1) 
for groups of 40 or more ... pion a 
Smorgasbord 
Luncheon 
• A Gourmet', Picnic 
Smor •• dHw4 .... 
c .... pw. Di .... 
E-. Iv ..... 
FR_2._ 
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Penny Bothwell invited the wives to her 
home for a "shoe covering" session. 
Hos tesses for bridges were Penny Both-
well and Helen Bloch. 
ABY4 ... The section held a farewell 
party for AI and Betty Jenik at Chet and 
Marty Phillips' home. AI and Betty are 
headed for Pensacola for a year. 
Mrs. Rosema ry Smith and her chi ldren 
visited Don and Marie Klei n for two weeks. 
Mrs. Smith is from Pensacola. Mac and 
Rusty Lupfer enjoyed ha vi ng Mac's mother, 
Mrs. A. M. Lupfer from Miami, for a visit. 
ACX4 . .. Joan Sullivan was hostess for 
a bridge party at her Del Rey Oaks home 
in late October. At another bridge given by 
J oanne Pyle, section wives were treated to 
an unusual dish of pickled shrimp and 
sandwiches. 
Husbands and wives attended the first 
showing of rIA Thousand Clowns" at the 
Stud io Theater-Restaurant in Carmel. Ev-
eryone arrived early enough to have dinner 
before the play. 
ASX3 . . . Claudette Harshberger and 
Rosalie Hite were hostesses at an unusual 
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and fun-filled section wives social. Met by 
rfghost" Claudette, they had to catch an 
app le on a string before entering. Various 
other games were played with prizes going 
to Gail Johnson and Pat Seeberger. Decora-
tions at Rosalie's followed a Halloween 
theme and a delicious apple cider punch 
and doughnuts were served. 
The sec tion evening out, planned by 
David and Beverly Stubbs and Bob and 
Billie Mircheff, was attending nAn Evening 
with Noel Coward" and dancing arterwards 
at the Outrigger. 
David and Beverly Stubbs gave a delight-
ful costume party in their home the night 
before Halloween. It was a gay evening with 
everyone guessing who was behind masks 
and enjoying delicious hors d 'oeuvres. 
Between terms Bob and Eleanor Corbett, 
their little one, and friends enjoyed a won-
derfully relaxing weekend at Bass Lake and 
Yosemite Tational Park . 
APY3 . .. Imagina tions were let loose the 
night before Halloween at the R. H. Eckert 
dwelling. Foreign lad ies mingled with 
ghosts, black cats and all manner of other 
For an Exclusive Prudential Service 
THE DOLLAR GUIDE FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL 
AND THEIR FAMILIES 
Call Champ Lewis, 372-6615 
THE P R UDENTIAL 
SURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA 
a mutual lift instlra1lce rompaPlJ 
After A Big ight at The Bali Room Try The Warehouse 
The "Warehouse 
CANNERY ROW 
Pizza Spaghetti Ravioli Beer Fun 
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strange creatures for a costume party over 
witches brew and good things to eat. Scotty 
Gibbons, the scarecrow, and Jeanie Kunkel , 
the package, came away with prizes. 
ORDNANCE ENGINEERING 
Editor: Pat Tirscll/ield 
Reporters: Pat hnl.iru. Linda Allen, 
Rosemary Morse, RlLth Poole, Mary Jane 
Goubrink, Lu Knuger. Satld'J Stillwell, 
Felicia Carretta. COfmit NarTo, Jan Edge-
mond. Una MacGillivray 
RZA4 . . . Carolyn and Les Horn wel-
comed Les' mother, Mrs. Horn of New 
Yorl, in their Pebble Beach home for a 
short visit over the holidays. Also adding 
to the festiviti es were Les' two brothers and 
their famili es rrom San Jose and El Toro. 
Linda and Bill Edgerton had as visitors, 
Linda's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mar-
tin from Jacksonville. Myrna, Don and 
Donna Kay Bickhart nleft town" on term 
break and headed for Don's sister's home 
in San Jose. George and Pat J enkins headed 
just a little farther north the following 
weekend for the Navy-Cal game in Berkeley 
. .. post-game activities were the order of 
the day in S.F. while at the same time, Hal 
and Kay Matthias ventured only a short 
distance from home on a rock hunting expe-
dition to Pt. Lobos with Kay's geology class 
from MPC. The Horns hosted a section 
party and the wives brought many delicious 
concoctions. Pat Jenkins hosted a section 
coffee and Tupperware party. 
RZA4 - RZB4 couples enjoyed an evening 
in the Trident Room early in the new term. 
Wives ga thered for a luncheon at June 
Simpson's of Carmel Rancho Shopping 
Center. Welcome visitors of Linda and Jim 
McCu lloch were LCDR and Mrs. Bentley 
Rivers, recent residents of the Peni nsula. 
They are presently livi ng in Long Beach 
where LCDR Rivers is the commanding 
o£licer 01 the U_S.S. Reaper, MS0467. 
RZB.3 ... Liz Grissom arranged a lunch-
eon for the wives at the Jolly Roger. The 
Morses had a visit from Carl's brother, 
Stuart, who is stationed in Alaska with the 
Air Force. The Navy·Cal game was well 
attended by our section-Ann and Tom 
Freeman, Terry Grant, J ohn Dachos and 
Phil Oliver. Wonderful punch, food and a 
good time were very much in abundance at 
Heidi and Phil Caswell 's pre-Halloween 
party. 
WCA3 . . . Bob and Lill ian Spark.es and 
chi ldren joined fri ends camping at Hunter 
Liggett . Nancy Gamer and Lillian Sparkes 
hosted bridge ga ther ings. Several families 
attended the Department of Materials Sci-
ence and Chemis try picnic which was organ-
ized by Prof. John Schultz, section advisor, 
and John Hoffman. 
WGA3 . . . The month ly luncheon was 
given by Eve Musgrove and Donna Morr i-
son at June Simpson's restaurant in the 
Carmel Rancho Shopping Center. Gran and 
Barb Fuller have been honored by her par-
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Cllts, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Zilling of 
Somers Point, N. J. They plan to stay at 
least until the 'ew Yea r and if you ask 
Barb, she'd love it fo rever-her father being 
a chef and her mother No. I babysitter! 
WGB3 ... Lee and Herb Biegel hosted 
a dinner party at thei r home on the eve of 
the Military Ball. Lee's homemade Italian 
ri cotta sponge cake was the high light of 
their feast. The wives met at the home of 
Beth Holmes (or two tables of bridge. The 
Officers Club at NAF was the setting (or 
the recent section cocktail party. Pat and 
Bill Tirschfield entertained houseguests for 
five very ff liveiy" days recently. CAPT Mark 
H. Waterbury II I ((eHow Marine and class-
mate of Bill 's) with his wife, Kay, and 
young son were on their way from Fort Sill, 
Oklahoma, to duty in Hawaii. J erry and 
Anne Smith were among those who attended 
the Cal-Navy game. 
WPA3 ... Betty and Tom Smith spent 
an enjoyable week.end sans children in San 
Francisco during the term break. The Smiths 
had as a housegues t Jim Maddrey, who 
came to Monterey to see the Laguna Seca 
races. TIle wives of the section had a de-
lightful luncheon at the Jolly Roger. 
WUA2 ... Chuck and Anita Gertner 
traveled to Los Angeles for a weekend vaca-
tion . Dick and Margie Pittenger, Ruth and 
Newt Moore, and AI Carretta went to 
Berkeley to join Ihe USNA Class of 1958 
rooting section at the Navy-Cal game. Wives 
and fri ends honored Felicia Carretta with 
a surprise shower at Margie Pittinger's 
home. The arrangements were made by 
Margie, Betty Law and Jacque Thompson. 
Visiting AI and Felicia Carretta and their 
first grandchild were AI's parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Albert Carretta, of Arlington, Va. 
WXA3 ... A delightful afternoon was 
enjoyed by wives at June Simpson's in 
Carmel. The luncheon was co-hosted by 
Barbara Harrison and Nancy Johnson. 
Diane McMichael held the monthly bridge 
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(From Ie',) Peggy WooJ, Kay 6~"y. Sara 
Kir.Jand and Angelo Howe pose lor the camero· 
man at a Halloween party lor R003b 
section members and wi.".s. 
session. Ghosts, witches, Martians and ho-
bos reigned supreme at the Halloween party 
given by Steve and Nancy J ohnson. Anita 
Hallas won a prize for her Peter Pan cos-
tume. Also present at the party were the 
Johnsons' houseguests from Moffet Field, 
LCDR and Mrs. Paul Mullane. Paul and 
Steve went boar hunting the next day. 
WMA3 .. . Between stimulating con-
versation and deli cious food served by Lou 
and Nancy Keil , a truly marvelous evening 
was enjoyed by the sect ion in the Keils' 
La Mesa home. 
WGX4 . . . The wives of the section 
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enjoyed a luncheon at the Pine Inn in Car-
mel. Two coffees were hosted by Alice Gor-
don and Carolee Effron. Shirley Kindig and 
two lillie Kindigs flew home to Columbus, 
Ohio, for one week. Between terms the 
Gordons took a somewhat shorter but no 
less interesting trip with children, taking 
in such places as San Jose, Frontier Village 
and Stanford. The MacGillivrays enter-
tained out-of-town guests recentl y, CDR and 
Mrs. Chester Robertson (ret.) came from 
Castro Valley and LT and Mrs. Mike Com-
mons who were house-hunting prior to the 
January Class. 
A theat re party with all the trimmings 
was arranged by Bill and Lee Davis to see 
rlA n Evening with Noel Coward" perform-
ed at the Postgraduate School. Dinner and 
apres theatre dancing was enjoyed by all 
who attended in the Bali Room. 
Fun and merriment were the keynotes of 
the section Hoedown at the Presidio ar-
ranged by Woodie Cecil and Ray Riley. 
The fine work of the chairmen, coupled 
with the fine callers from the Carmel Valley 
Square Dance group, enabled all in attend-
ance to have a real enjoyable time. 
The November luncheon was given at The 
Shutters restaurant in Monterey where all 
enjoyed deli cious German cooki ng. Host-
esses for the luncheon were Beverly Brown 
and Lynn T obias. 
SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED 




COMPLETE PERSONALIZED STYLING 
TWO LOCATIONS Tinting 
Manicuring MARK THOMAS INN Opposil, Postgrodugt. SchOClI 
FRontier 2·7406 
DOWNTOWN MONTEREY 
Franklin ond (gil, Principg l 
FRontier 2·2546 
WELCOME ABOARD 
FROM MONTEREY PENINSULA'S 
PROFESSIONAL RUG CLEANERS 
let Miller Rugmasters courteous. efficient personnel using the Peninsula's 
only fully equipped automatic rug cleaning plant make your stay here a 
pleasant and a memorable one. 
Professionally cleaned carpets and upholstered furniture will make such 
a difference in )'Our home - Call now for fast, efficient service. 
ten 
,UR-I>LSTER'{ CLEANING 
571 E. FRANKLIN PHONE 373-4455 MONTEREY 
For new rugs and carpets, visit our beautiful carpet showroom-
featuring Wunda Weve, Alexander Smith. 
Reasonable prices with a very wide selection. 
Poge Thirty-Six 
John William. 8 Ibs. 7 oz., October 14, 
10 LT and Mrs. Peter Fitzwilliam, ROY4. 
Eric, 8 Ibs. 8 oz., October 31, to CDR 
and Mrs. Barclay Wood, ROO.3b. 
John Gregory, 8 Ibs. 8 oz., September 19, 
adopted by LT and Mrs. Thomas O. Bush, 
RZB4. 
Nil, Elbert 11,6 Ib,. 7'h Ot., October 3 1, 
to L T and Mrs. Ronald Resa re, RZA4. 
Michael Loren, 7 Ibs. 2 oz., November 3, 
to CAPT and Mrs. Donald C. Little, Jr., 
RZA4. 
Virgi nia Anna, 6 Ibs. 8 oz., November .3, 
to CAPT and Mrs. John P. J ohnson III , 
RZA4. 
Donna Marie, 5 Jbs. 21h oz., October 25, 
to LT and Mrs. William Delaney, WGX4. 
David Kenneth , 7 Ibs. 7 oz., October 2.3, 
to L T and Mrs. Kenneth Dickerson, WCA3. 
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Stork Stops 
Douglas Keith, 6 Jbs. 5 oz., October 17, 
to LCDR .nd Mrs. J ack Thompson, WGB3. 
Linda Ann, 7 Ibs., OClobcr 24, to LT and 
Mrs. Richard Mozier, WXA.3. 
J ohn Joseph, 6 Ihs. 15 oz., August 31, 
adopted by L T and Mrs. Albert Carretta, 
WUA2. 
\Villiam Thomas, 8 Ibs., October 30, to 
LT and Mrs. J oseph renick, NLA2. 
Michele Marie, 7 Ibs. 2 oz., October 2.3, 
to LT and Mrs. Greg Resch, NGX4. 
Susan, 6 Ibs. 10 oz., November 3, to LT 
and Mrs. Harry Konkel, NCL3. 
Sean Patrick, 6 lbs. 12 oz., August 19, to 
LT and Mrs. John Geaney, SMD4a. 
Shawn Eastin, 7 Ibs. 15 oz., October 19, 
to L T and Mrs. Dempsey Allgood, SMD4b. 
Greg Allen, 7 Ibs. 10 oz., October 11 , to 
LT and Mrs. Thomas C. Betterton, AXV3. 
Bernaeline's has a complete line of fine Chilelren's Apparel 
Boys' sizes to bX 
Girls' sizes to 14 
506 Polk Street Phone 375·5669 Monterey 
A CONTACT LENS REPLACEMENT SERVICE 
FOR LOST OR BROKEN CONTACT LENSES 
is now available to all active and retired military personnel a nd 
their dependents stationed anywhere in the world. at a minimu m 
cost. Telephone 372-4655 for details. 
WM. CRAWf ORD, OPTOMETRIST 
CONTACT LENS LABORATORY 
1059 CASS STREET PHONE 372·4655 MONTEREY 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECtALISTS 
For Very Wide Feet We Stock to EEEE • For Very Narrow Feet We Stock to AAAA 
Your Doctor's Orthopedic Prescriptions Accurately Filler} 
r---~----------~ 
Webster at Con • Monterey 
aehind ,lte Post Ollice 
Telephone )72-3]53 
INTROOUCTORY OFFER 
W i'" TlIII A.d 
$1.00 off to Military on lst pair 
of leather shoes for children 
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Susan Therese, 7 Ibs. 8 oz., October 22, to 
CAPT and M .... Charles L. Phillips, ABY4. 
Deborah Ann, 7 Ibs. 2 oz., October 1, to 
L T and Mrs. Donald Brown, EBX3. 
Roushanak, 8 Ibs. 3 oz., October 19, to 
LCDR and Mrs. Abolfath Ard.l.n. 
Christine Elizabcth, age 4 months, adopt-
ed by LT and Mrs. William Hotard. 
Jennifer Ann, 6 Ibs. 4 oz., October 12, 10 
Bill and Pat Lannes, EBW4. 
Cynthia Therese, 7 lbs. 4 oz., October 27, 
to L T and Mrs. Richard Gundermann, 
MEZ4. 
Timothy Carryn, 10 Ibs. 13 oz., October 
6, to LT and Mrs. Philip Taylor, MMM3. 
Judith Anne Donnellan, October 14, to 
Judith Anne, 6 lbs. 10l)z oz., October 14, 
to LT and Mrs. Robert Donnellan. 
Maureen Patrice, 6 Ibs. 15 oz., Novembcr 
4, to LT and Mrs. John McKinney, CMA4. 
WETTING 
THE STRIPE 
To celebrate his promotion to Command-
er, John Ambrose, section leader of EBW3, 
was host to a cocktail party at the Naval 
Air Facility. 
• • • 
Jay W. Lamb, NLA3, celebrated his pro-
motion to Lieutenant with a tfweuing down 
party" in La Mesa Village. 
• • • 
LT and Mrs. Gerry O'Brien hosted a 
wetting down party for NLA2 members and 
their wives and friends at their home in 
Marina. Among the guests present were 
LCDR and Mrs. Ernest Fischbein. 
ATTENTION CLASSMATE NEWSERS 
All news for The Classmate will now be 
turned in to your Curriculum Editor no 
later than the 8th of each month. This 
will help relieve the pressure on the Cur-
riculum Editors in having this news in 
to the Editors by the 10th. As events occur 
during the month, make a note of it and 
drop it in the Editors' box, up to the 18th 
of each month. From then on, hold it to 
turn in the next month by the 8th. This, 
we hope, will alleviate reading new that is 
too old. 
-The Editors 
ARE YOU READING 
THE ADS? 
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On 1he International Scene 
With the arrival of the new International 
Students in December, the International 
Committee will be busier than eve r getting 
to know and assist in any way we can, the 
families of these students. 
There is much to learn when you move to 
a new country with possibly a new language, 
and it is such a help to have a "friend" in 
that country to introduce you to your new 
surroundings. We on the Committee are 
frequwtly privileged to be that ftCriend" 
and, we hope, have a part in making their 
Slay in America profitable, not only academ-
ically but socially and personally. 
Even though, at times, we are unable to 
take on new members for short periods, as 
our Committee membership is in direct pro-
portion to the numbu of International stu-
dents here, we are always interested in any-
one who would like to know more about or 
join us and hope you will not hesitate to 
call on the Chairman. 
Willie BOla, Chairman 
International Committu 
Carpets Professionally Cleaned In Your Home 
PETER ROTH 
871 FOAM STREET Bill. J75·6-f78. Res. 62-4·55-49 MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
BUYING OR SELLING? 
TRI-CITY REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE 
3 OFFICES SERVING HISTORIC MONTEREY PENINSULA 
Pacific Grove 
375·9541 






Due to a misplacement of copy in the 
Novembu ed;l;on of CLASSMATE, the p;c-
ture above was incorrectly identified. The 
bridal couple is LT and Mrs. Jon Gordon 
Wolynies of Section DAA3 who were mar-
ried in July in Trinity Lutheran Church, 
Brook.lyn. 
• • • 
M;ss Evelyn Lee Tylu and LT John R. 





. , .. t 
I CONTEMPORARY SWEETHEART CHEST • 
: by FAMOUS LANE : 
I A contemporary beauty in rich walnut I 
II "ners with a moth·proofed cedar·lined $44 I. 
storage area under the tid and a con · 





nothing more beautiful. more useful. 
more prized than a cedar chest! 
Established "15 
A Christmas 
Special From Union! UnIon FI.~/bl. Cl'edlf-htended payment pili-add 10 y'" ICUlit 
any lime and take muths 10 ply, or use OUf I,·i.t.res! 30 10 90 'ty Icuuls 
FREE PA.KlNG U lSI I c ...... >~1SI 
, 225' Fremont Street • 'hone In·1076 • Open Fri. eve,. 'til , 
~------------.----------------
Poge Thirty-Eight 
Wondering what to do with those ext ra 
towels, sheets, blankets, pots and pans, iron. 
ing boa rds, electrical appliances, you name 
it? These all come in mighty handy to our 
new arrivals, and particularly our Interna-
tionals who frequently must completely fur-
nish an apartment and then leave all when 
they return home due to custom and weight 
limitations. Why carry it arou nd with you 
to store elsewhere when someone needs it 
here? Ca ll the Welcome Aboard Chairman 
and let her know what you have . 
• • • 
The Monterey Peninsula Christmas Bu-
reau, the community'S clearing house for 
Christmas givi ng to the less fortunate, is 
hard at work this month, and they have 
issued a ca ll for assistance in several ways. 
The volunteer board is sol ici ting usable 
toys, food, and other assistance from the 
community. Personnel at the Naval Air f a-
ci lity are cooperating by repairing bicycles, 
school PTAs are cooperating, and local fire 
station personnel lend their services in ac-
cepting repairable toys. 
The Family Service Agency has set De-
cember 23 as the day they will receive dona-
tions of food and toys at the Fairgrounds. 
Toys in good condition and non-perishable 
and canned foods will be collected then. 
Volunteer help in toy pid..up and sorting 
is also sought. 
HOW TO MAKE SWEDISH 
KISSING RINGS 
The following is a list of required ma-
terials : 
1h ya rd of red satin ribbon, 1 inch wide 
3 dozen silver beads or round orna-
ments, 'h inch diameter 
3 dozen red beads or round ornaments, 
Ih inch diamete r 
lh yard si lver tinsel string 
36 inches of flexible wire 
Mistletoe 
Cut the wire into two pieces, each 18 
inches long. String the silver beads on one 
piece of wi re, the red beads on the other 
wire. Bend the wires into loops and join 
through their diameters at right angles . Tie 
the red ribbon into a bow at one joint of 
the rings together with the tinsel string as a 
support. Suspend the mistletoe wi th in the 
ring. Your Swedish Kissing Ring is ready 
to hang in your en try hall to help gladden 
the Yuletide. 
THE CLASSM ATE 
There is a need for additional volun teers 
to assist with the instruct ion of mentally 
retarded children at the Gateway Center 
School in Seaside. There are several Navy 
wives se rvi ng as volunteer workers at the 
Center now, and Navy personnel and wives 
have been associated with the school since 
its organiza tion last yea r. 
For further information, please contact 
Mr. Wecker, 624·1020. 
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SUBMARINE COOKBOOK AND 
CARDS ON SALE 
Those persons wishing to purchase 
DOLPHIN DISHES, submarine wives ' 
cookbook, or Dolphin playing cards may 
place their orders with Marilyn (Mrs. 
George) Smith, 372·1375. 
Order> will be received by Mrs. Smith 
until January 15, when the final order 
will be placed. The cookbook is priced 
at $3 .50 per copy, and the playing card. 
are .old for $3 .25 a set. Profits from the 
. ales go to the Dolphin Scholarship Fund, 
a college scholarship foundation for sub-
marine sons and daughters. 
OF MONTEREY 
" Welcomes new and old Friends" and offers 
ROBES 11.00"p PANTIES 1.00"P 
',aMi Homes: 









AND BEAUTIFUL FREE GIFT WRAPPING 
and Thri fty 
5hoppet 
Stomp' 
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(The following poem is a slightly embe!· 
l ished account of an incident that actually 
happened on the East Coast.) 
THE ADM IRAL·S AIDE 
by Nlltlcy Do"nella" 
. "" . 
He was somewhat tall and almost fair. 
To the best o f most men he could compare. 
He was quiet : 11 01 quite meek, 
\Ve ll liked, so to speak. 
He was consc ientious, well ordered and 
prompt, 
Read good books while others romped. 
He was meticulously dressed and most 
correct 
As you would certainly expect, 
Because they were small the mistakes he 
made. 
He was a kind man, gentle man - he was 
the Admiral's Aide. 
As for the Admiral, a much different tal e. 
When he laughed, he would wail. 
He was a busy man wilh much to do, 
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Before he put to rest his Nal'Y blue. 
lie was hurried and worked 'til he nearly 
expired. 
li e was energetic. but ne\'er too tired. 
Il is accomplishments were high in score 
A man you'd po li sh your shoes for. 
One day as the Aide was taking a rest 
III order to look his \'ery best 
With a knock at his door he was informed 
That he was to sec that the Admiral was 
freshl y uniformed 
For this was the day of the Admiral's 
inspection 
A day of death and resurrection. 
So he shined the shoes till he could see his 
smile 
And polished the go ld and sang all the while 
Because they were minute the mistakes he 
made 
He was a kind man, ~entle man - he was 
the Admiral's Aide. 
Suddenly before he knew, 
The Admiral's whistle blew. 
He grabbed for a jacket. gio\'es, and hat, 
Page Thirty-Nine 
And was on deck quick as that. 
Up the gangway the Admiral came 
And his party all the same. 
Then someone said it rather loud 
That it was an impressive crowd. 
Two Admirals, three Captains and wouldn't 
you know 
One Ensign and the C. N. O. 
The Aide raised his hand in salute 
And struck the Admiral nearly mute 
For he could easi ly perceive 
All the gold on the Aide's right sleeve. 
The chances seem almost remote, 
But the Aide had on the Admiral's coat. 
The Admiral nodded and smiled 
But wasn't too beguiled 
Because they were few the mistakes he made. 
He was a kind man. gentle man - but not 
the Admiral's Aide. 
Mary Rodriguez, the H erald's Navy news 
reporter, would like to know of your sec-
tion's gatherings. Please send all informa-
tion to Mary at 12 Castro Road , Monterey, 
or phone .'375-8827. 
... call on the Monterey office of 
Dean Witter & Co. Dial FRontier 
3-1861 for up-to-the-minute market 
for complete investment service 
information - or ask for Thomas 
McCullough. who will be glad to 
put any facility of Dean Witter & 
Co. to work for you. 
DEAN WITTER. Ie CO. 
YUIBERS NEW YORK STan EXCHANGE' PACifiC COAST STDer: EXCHANGE 
555 Abrego Street 
Monterey. California 
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The Monterey Peninsula College library 
is now open to students, faculty and the 
public Sundays from I to 5 p.m., college 
offi cials have announced. 
During the week, the 2.3,000-book plant 
is open from 7:45 a.m. to 9:.30 p.m. Mon-
day through Thursday, and from 7:45 a.m. 
to 4 :.30 p.m. Fridays. 
Any ci tizen in the college district- Mon-
terey, Carmel, Carmel Valley, Big Sur, 
Pacific Crove, ~aside, Del Rey Oaks, Fort 
Ord, Marina-may avail himself of rder-
ence and borrowing privileges by presenting 
local identification - usually a driver's 
license. 
CULTURE VULTURES 
One of the most unique organizations 
among the wives' activities is a group known 
as the Culture Vultures. 
These wives meet twice monthly to ex-
plore the many unique and cultural points 
in this area. Their schedule is always varied, 
offering something of interest for almost 
everyone. In the past, the group has visited 
such places as the Mission of San Juan 
Bautista, the Carmel art galleries, the adobes 
of Monterey, and many private homes and 
gardens. 
In addition, arrangements are made to 
have interesting speakers attend occasional 
meetings. Mrs. Thurman Sain, a Monterey 
res ident, advises and accompanies the Cul-
ture Vultures on their trips. 
There are no dues, and attendance is 
entirely up to the individual-she may at-
tend all or none of the trips on the sched-
ule. Many husbands have found the schedule 
interesting and are urged to attend with 
their wives at any time. 
Heading the group is Tinker Runzo, 375-
8949, ass;'led by R;la Kre;nberg, 372·33 15. 
The schedule of trips after December 12 is 
made, so watch The Clas.Hnale and the pink 
flyers (or the coming events. 
CHRISTMAS-GREfN CHEESE BALL 
lA lb. natural blue cheese. crumbled 
1 tablespoon finely chopped celery 
2/ 3 snippe dscallions, tops and all 
2 tablespoons sour cream 
3 five ounce jars blue·cheese spread 
1 cup coarsely snipped parsley 
Several days ahead: In large bowl beat blue 
cheese, celery, scallions, sour cream, and blue 
cheese spread, till fluffy. Refrigerate overnight. 
Then shape into ball ; wrap in foil . Refrigerate. 
Just before servina:, remove foil. round up ball 
with hands; then roll lightly in parsley till com· 
pletely coated. 
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DECEMBER 
4-5-Christmas Tree Fantasy, Winnie-
the-Pooh Chapter, Children's Home 
Society, Fairgrounds 
5-Christmas Crea tions Exhibi t, Amer-
ican Federation of Arts, Mark 
Thomas Inn 
8-Monterey County Symphony, Sunset 
Auditorium, Carmel 
JANUARY 
21-24-Bing Crosby 24th National Pro-
Amateur Coif Championship, Pebble 
Beach 
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A ga la event featuring the sale of .300 
Christmas art creations is planned by Amer-
ican Federation of Arts for December 2-3 
at the Ma rL:. Thomas Inn. Many of the dec-
orations and table ornaments have been 
donated by outstanding artis ts and crafts-
men of the Peninsula, as well as talented 
ffjust people." Large decorated trees a re 
included. 
The first evening of the two-day event 
will feature a champagne p review. " Inter_ 
national Night" is planned for the second 
evening, with carol singe rs and hostesses 
wearing authentic costumes of a dozen or 
so nations. Tickets for International Night 
also permit holders' names to be drawn for 
door prizes (sculpture and art o f sizeable 
value) cont ributed by Carmel artists. 
HOUR SHOE STORES 
TIMELY a STYLES 
Well-Known Brands Fit b, EXluritnctd Cler!s 
REO CROSS • JACQUELINE - For Women 
BUSTER BROWN P. F. FLYERS - For Ch;ldren 
PEDWIN • STETSON • VERDE - For Men 
T wo Dependable 
MONTEREY 
. 61 ALVARADO 
Telephone FRontier 2-7597 
Famil, Stores For Your Convenience 
EuabliJhrJ 2 1 YI'4rJ PACIFIC GROVE 566 LIGHTHOUSE 
Store Hours 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Any Evening by Appointment 
Cil0P€T8 
111ft MAPLE SHOPPE 
COLONIAL AND EARLY AMERICAN FURNISHINGS 
CARPETS AN D DRAPERI ES FREE ESTI MATES 
ETHAN ALLEN 
Come in ona au' for your copy of the 
Ethan Allen T reosury of Furniture 
Carpe' Showroom 
471 lighthouse Avenue 
New Mon'erey, Californta 
Maple ShoPIM 
497 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, Coli'ornia 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
December 2: 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social 8:30 
December 3: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Goll Gourse 
Duplicate Bridge, 7 :30 p.m. 
December 4: 
o Club Ship ' 0 Shore Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
December 5: 
o Club Dinner, 7:00 p.m., Dancing 8:30 
December 9: 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social 8:30 
December 10: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Goll Gourse 
Duplicate Bridge, 7:30 p.m. 
December 11 : 
o Club Ship 'n Shoce Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
December 12: 
CULTURE VULTURES : Trip 10 San 
Juan Bautista. Husbands welcome, meet 
in PX parking lot 10:00 a.m. 
o Club Dinner, 7 :00 
December 16: 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social 8:30 
December 17 : 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Golf Course 
Duplicate Bridge, 7:30 p.m. 
December 18: 
o Club Ship ' n Shore Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
December 19: 
o Club Dinner, 7:00 p.m., Dancing 8:30 
USNA '57 Dinner Dance, 1900, NAF 
December 31: 
o CLUB ANNUAL NEW YEAR'S EVE 
PARTY-Prime Rib Dinner, Noisemak.· 
ers, Band until 2:00 a.m. Reservations 
are necessary 
January 6: 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social 8:30 
J anuary 7: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Golf Course 
Duplicate Bridge, 7:30 p .m. 
January 8: 
o Club 
GRIFFITH'S UNFINISHED FURNITURE 
3 piece study group 
in solid hemlock 
28" bookccue.coblnet, 2 spocel (fult 12" deep) 
28" chell, 3 dra.erl • 371/4" delk, 5 dra •• r1. 
IN SOLID ASH 
TELEPHONE 394·6301 
829 BROADWAY • SEASIDE 
January 9: 
o Club Dinner, 7:00 p.m., Dancing 8:30 
January 13: 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social 8:30 
Opening of Second Annual Religious Art 
Show, Ballroom 
January 14: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Golf Cou rse 
Duplicate Bridge, 7 :30 p.m. 
January 15: 
o Club Ship ' n Shore Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
January 16: 
o Club Dinner, 7:00 p.m., Dancing 8:30 
January 20: 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social 8:30 
January 21: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Golf Course 
Duplicate Bridge, 7 :30 p.m. 
OWC MONTHLY MEETING 
January 22: 
o Club Ship 'n Shore Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
January 23: 
o Club Dinner, 7:00 p.m., Dancing 8:30 
January 27: 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social 8:30 
January 28: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Golf Course 
Duplicate Bridge, 7 :30 p.m. 
January 29: 
o Club Ship 'n Shore Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
January 30: 




















For phone orders call 
PEGGY PETERS, 372-7131 
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In order to help acquaint you with the various services oHered at the military installa-
tions in the area, we submit the following as a rderence for hours of opration and location. 
COMMISSARY: 
TIle commissary is alwa)'s of prime concern, and since the Navy does not have one we 
use the facility at Fort Ord: the main store is located just inside the 10th Street gate which 




nag boys are available on a tip basis for those who do not care to bag their own 
groceries. While children under 16 are not permitted in the commissary, there is a small 
nursery for children up to 8 years located right next to the store; the nursery attendant also 
operates on a tip basis. Long lines might be expected near the first of each month. If you 
do encounter a line and wish to purchase 10 items or less proceed directly to the desk, show 
your 10 card, and use a small portable basket; the:re: is an express checkout for 10 items or 
less (quantities of the same item count separately toward the total of 10) . Special cu ts of 
meat may not be ordered in advance. 
There are commissary annexes at Fort Ord and the Ddense Language Institute: in 
Monterey. At Fort Ord ask directions at the gate. At th DLI follow signs to the Post 
Exchange. These annexes carry bread, milk and items for quick meals, but do not carry 
bab\' food. La Mesa Village has a bread and milk store located orr Farragut Road (you 
may ask directions at the housing office) which opera tes as follows : 
Monday-Tuesday . 1100-1900 
Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday Closed 
Thursday-Friday 1100-1900 
CHILD CARE CENTERS 
At the Postgraduate School the center is located in Building 222, the west wing of 
He:rrmann Hall. Children must be at least six months old, have no colds to enter and upon 
entering initially, submit a shot record. Rates are hourly at .30 cents for the: first child, 
20 cents for each additional child, and $1 maximum per family. Lunch is served from 
11.30·121 5 at a charge of .30 cents per child, attendants will feed infants their own food at 
a charge o f .30 cents. If children bring the:ir own lunch and wish milk, the charge is 10 






The nursery operates schools in the morning and afternoon. Check with the office for 
further information. Phone .372-2255. 
Nurseries are provided at Fort Ord off Ninth Street in the area of the hospital and 
at the DLI in Building 234. Children between :3 months and 10 years are accepted. Fees 
are comparable, but the hours are more extensive than those at the Postgraduate School 
nursery. 
NAVY EXCHANGE 








Salurday . 0900-1300 
Students receive priority from 1100· 1.300 Monday·Friday. 






Monday-Friday 0930-1200, 1500-1600 
Navy Exchange Orrice: 
Monday-Friday 0815-1630 
Phone 375-6590 
rnlormation and application regarding Exchange Privilege cards may be obtained 
from the Navy Exchange Office or the Cashier. 
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Other Navy Exchange act ivities located elsewhere include: 
Outdoor Shop for garden supplies, paints, hardware and sporting goods, located in 
Building 206. Toyland, which operates from October until Christmas, is also located in 
Building 206. Hours are: 
Monday-Friday 
Saturday . 
Snack. Bar and Fountain -Herrmann 




1-1 all , west wing, main 
Hours are : 
0730·1515 
dining room level, 
Main Cafeteria - Basement of King Hall. Hot plates, salads, sandwiches and beverages 
are available. Hours are: 
Monday.Friday 0745·1545 
When the swimming pool is open a snack bar is provided there also. 
Service Station - Fifth Avenue just off Sloat Avenue. Complete auto service and 
accessories, lune-ups, brakes, etc., and case beer are avaiJabel. Hours: 
Monday.Friday 0900-1700 
Saturday . 0900· 1300 
FORT ORO 
At Fort Ord the main PX, the Tot 'n Teen Shop and the Garden Shop are located 
along 2nd Avenue. 
The main PX carries adult clothing, cosmetics, records, jewelry and has a self.service 
section and a watch repair shop. Phone 242·29 13. Hours: 
Monday.Friday 1030·1900 
Saturday . 0900·1600 
Sunday 1000-1500 
The Tot 'n Teen Shop carries children's clothes, shoes, toiletries and Laby furniture. 







The Garden Shop handles outdoor supplies, housewares, and small electrical appli-







Toyville is located oft 91h A,'enue behind the hospital. It is stocked the year 'round. 







There is a Country Store behind Toyville. Children are permitted to accompany 
parents. Phone 242-6506. Hours: 
Monday.Friday 0700·1730 
Saturday . 1000·1600 
Sunday 1000·1500 
There is a Village Store located 011 North·South road. Phone 242·4522. Hours: 
Monday.Friday 1000·2000 
Saturday . 0900·1830 
Sunday 0900·1600 
Post Animal Facility does not provide examinations or treatment but does give inocu· 
lations for a small fee. Distemper, hepatitis, lepto and / or rabies shots are given on Thurs-
days from 1300· 1600. This facility is located in Building 3144 on the corner of 9th Street 
and Fifth Avenue (fourth building in). Phone 242·5757. 
Beauty Shop. Phone 242·2650. 
At the Defense Language Institute there is a small exchange adjacent to the commissary 
annex. Also availab le is a beauty shop located upstairs in Building 228. Phon 242·8323. 
Naval Air Facility Out.patient (Family) Clinic is located on the corner of Mitscher 
and O ' Hare. Hours are 0800·1130 and 1300·1600 by appointment only-emergencies 
any time. Phone 372·8097. 
I shall be p leased to have you call me if you need any further assistance. 
Paula Jesberg. Chairman, lVeirome Aboard 394-1139 
RELIGIOUS ART SHOW WELCOMES ENTRIES-
GET FORMS FROM CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE NOW 
Page Farty·Three 




When You Think of a Gift 
Are You Really Thinking of 












































II I, 's A 800k 
HE'LL KNOW YOU ARE 
lilt's A 800k 
HE'LL KNOW YOU RESPECT 
HIS INTELLIGENCE 
II Jr's A 800k 
YOU CAN FIT IT TO ANY 
INTEREST, ANY TASTE 
II I, 's A Book 
WE HAVE IT 
BEST STOCK-ART BOOKS-
hundreds of them 
(From paperbacks to the new 
Goya-at $100.00) 
BEST STOCK--I:HRISTMAS GIFTS 
(From "New Zealand in Color" to 
"The Great Palaces of Europe") 
BEST STOCK-CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
(A separate room full of lovely 
books for all ages.) 
BEST STOCK-DICTIONARIES 
(All reference books) 
(Henry Meade W illiams) 
Two stores 
Ocean between San Carlos & Dolores 
Carmel 
and 
The Carmel Rancho Shopping Center 



































~ STORE HOURS: 10 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M. 8 
o .. 
.. .. 
lOOkS lOOkS· 100.. • IOOKI 
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ACTIVITIES 
OF THE OWC 
This is a tentative list of the actIvItIes 
available for participation by OWC wives 
dur ing the coming six months. Watch for 
pink flyers annou llcing the schedul ing of 
new activities as they occur. 
BRIDGE - To be taught by Mr. Mel 
Isenberg-20 hours of instruction for $6.00. 
BALLET FOR CHI LDREN - To be 
taught by Dorothy Dean Stevens---one lesson 
weekly lor $1.50 or $5.00 monthly. 
COTILLION-To be taught by Dorothy 
Dean Steven~month l y dances for children 
in grades 5 through 8; meet th rough May 
at the San Carlos Hotel-$ 14.00. 
DRESSMAKING-To be taught by Mad-
ame Thea-Instruction in beginning through 
advanced students in pattern construction, 
designing and tailoring. 
MILLINERY - Beginners through ad-
vanced hat construction and design taught 
by Miss Elsie Walters. $10.00 for J 2 hours 
of instruction. 
TENNIS - To be taught by Mr. Leo 
Kohler. 
GOLF-Basic fundamentals of golf by 
Mr. Joe Higuera, pro at the Navy Golf 
Course-$ IO.OO for five individual lessons. 
BOWLING - Shirley Ga rdella, Bowling 
Chairman, 375-3772. 
CULTURE VULTURES-Group which 
tours the Peninsula each month visiting 
places of historic, artistic and cultural in-
terest. Chairman, Tinker Runzo. 
If you have any suggestions for fu ture 
activities, please contact me. Don' t forget 
the interesting and varied activities offe red 
at Fort Ord and the Presidio Craft Shops. 
~ol1dra Brooks1 Activitie! Chairman 
375-0924 or Box 2607 
DUPLICATE GROUPS 
INVITE PLAYERS 
For those who are interested in getting 
together for evenings of competi tive bridge, 
the various Duplicate Bridge groups invite 
you to come. The USNPGS Duplicate Bridge 
Club i. held at the Officers Mess (Open) 
every Thursday evening at 7:30 o'clock. 
You may also play at the Fort Ord OUi-
cers Club at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesdays and 
on Monday mornings at 10 a.m. 
The Casa Munras Hotel oUers a varie ty 
of times you may play. Bridge is held on 
Wednesday and Sunday afternoons at 2 p.m. 
and Monday and Friday evenings at 8 p.m. 
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" ,.,NO TWO ,.,NO THREE ,.,NO STRETCH" 
On. 01 ,lie oc,i"i,i.l oll.,.d by ,lie owe is alt E •• ,eis. elou I. d by ".nny '01t9.'" Th.,. or. 'wo 
classes which me.' on Tu.sday .". ltin9s at La M.so School. 
FOR CHILOREN - Slride·Rite & Youth Guide 
1 
FOR THE WOMEN - Naturalizer - Foot Flai rs . Town & Country - Hosiery and Handbags 
1 
FOR THE MEN - Florsheim . Winthrop - Great Northern . Hush Puppies 
W. Gin Thrif,y Shop"." S,omps 
432 ALVARADO FRon'i., 2-5505 MONTEREY, CAliFORNIA 
For Your Holiday Sewing, Shop At SCHULKEN-MORTON, INC. 
Plenty of Free Parking across the street 
in the new parking lot 
1...:-----~~~IFABRICS 
211 FOREST AVENUE PACIFIC GROVE PHONE 372.1505 
Ph .... 372-5150 
Oil/( VfOVC J!ClllitU SII/Olt 
T ilt Beauty Salon with a re!t/ul view 0/ the rolling hills - jJld a step away 
from the Postgraduate School 
SPECIALIZING IN COLOR AND BLEACHING LAMP HAIR SHAPING 
THREE OPERATORS TO SERVE YOU 
New Location -Above Mead's Market 
II '3·A Fremoa.t Boalevanl Moaterey 
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Recreational 
Facilities MUCH IS AVAILABLE 
GOLF COURSE 
The Navy golf cou rse is located in back. of 
the Monterey Fair Grounds. It is a nine hole 
course but has two lees for each green and 
a (ull eigh teen holes may be played by util-
izing all eighteen tees. Active and retired 
mi litary ptrsonnel, their dependents and 
guests are eligible to play on the course. 
Membuship is optn to all active and retired 
military personnel and their dependents . The 
hours of operation are weekdays 07.'30-dusk 
and wukends 0700-dusk. For starting times 
c.1I 375·4663. 
The go lf cou rse has a btautiful clubhouse 
with a bar, snack bar, lounge, ladies' and 
men's shower rooms, lod.:cr rooms and shoe 
stowage faci lities. 
The rates are a5 (ollows: 
D.ily 
9 Holes 18 Holes 




5.00 7.00 Enlisted .75 1.00 
Guests 1.25 2.00 
GOLF DRIVING RANGE 
Located adjacent to the clubhouse. The 
range has the same hours of o~ration as the 
Coif Course and anyone eligible to use the 
Golf Course is eligible to usc the driving 
range. A new ball disrxn.ser has bttn added 
for the convenience of patrons of the range. 








w. se",iee all appliances-
6 Jays a w .. 1 
PHONE 394-6505 
680 BROADWAY SEASIDE, CALIF. 
One 01 the more ambitious indi.,idual proiects being unci.tlOhn ot ,n. Hobby Shop at NAF is th. 
construction 01 this /orge trimoron. Foci /it;es ore (lYoilobl. at ,h. Hobby Snop 
lor a yori.,y 01 oris ana c,alh and woodworking pro;ects. 
GOLF LESSONS 
The golf professiona l, Mr. Joe Higuera, 
and his assistants are available for golf les-
sons. ussons arc on an appointment basis 
at a rate approved by the Supuintc:ndent. 
Youth program and group lessons are also 
available. 
GYM 
The gymnasium is located in Building 239 
and the telephone extension is 304. Located 
in the gymnasium are: 
Handball Courts: There are two four 
wall courts. Two single wall handball cou rts 
are located adjacent to the swimming pool. 
Issue Room : The following equipment 
is available for military personnel to check. 
out on a week ly basis, at a small daily fee: 
Handball gloves Cots 
" ball Squash rackets 
Tennis rackets Basketballs 
Softball equipment Ice chests 
Fishing rods" reels Camp stools 
Volleyb.lls Axes 
Foothall!i Lanterns 
Badmin ton set.s Sleeping bags" liners 
Outhoard motors 12 gauge automatic 
T ent'i Shotguns 
30 ami 50 cup electric percolator coHee 
rot~ ilrt: ava.ilahle on a one day basis and 
advilll<.:e rescrvation~ ilrt: required. 
Upnn return nf aoove equipment, it will 
he ills[lC:Ctt:d (or damage and any repa ir cost 
will he: charged to the person renting the 
(Contitlued on 7fext page) 
HOBBY TIME 
Anyone looking for extra-curricula r activ-
ities, that can be done on his or her own 
time, may find just that in the newly ex-
panded Special Services Department at NAF. 
The whole famil y may strike up an interest 
in a number of do-it-yourself pastimes. 
To date the department sports a hobby 
store, carpentry shop, photo lab, and auto 
shop. 
An interest to men and boys is the car-
pentry shop. Patterns, tools, and supplies 
are a\'aiJabJe. 
Mother, daughter, and son may find the 
hobby sore of interest. There are leather 
kits to tool, perhaps to fashion a wallet or 
knife sheath, There are paint-by-number 
kits, There are model kits to build ncus-
tom" cars, ships, guns, and, of course, air-
planes. 
Airplane model enthusiasts will find all 
suppli es in stock. from woods and paints, to 
gasoline engines. 
The photo lab has equipment to devdopl 
enlarge, and reprint pictures. Photo paper 
may ~ purchased from the store, the rest 
is free! 
Those whose talents turn to mechanics 
ha\'e equipment and tools accessible for auto 
repair. Lubrications can ~ done at no cost. 
Auto parts can be ordcrM and available 
within the hour if they are not in stock. 
Remember Dec. II 


















SEARS ROEBUCK & CO_ 
511 Tyler - Monterey 
1940 Fremont - Seaside 
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The hours of of)(ration of the gym are 
0800-1630 Monday through Friday and on 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings 
from 1730-2000. A key to the gym may be 
obtained from Naval Postgraduate School 
Quarterdeck at other times. 
MOVIES 
Mo\'ies are shown (or military personnd 
and dependents and other eligible persons 
with movie passes at 1945 on Tuesday, Fri-
day and Saturday in King Hall Building 237. 
Admission cost is 15 cents per person. Uni-
form requirements are the uniform'" of the 
day or appropriate civilian dress. Coats and 
lies shall be worn by all male persons over 
twelve years of age attending in civi lian 
clothes. 
BOWLING ALLEY 
A six lane alley is located in Building 228. 
The cost is 25 cents per line. Ball, shoe and 
locker rentals are available; bowling equip. 
ment may be purchased there also. Sand-
wiches, soft drinks and beer may be pur-
chased at the snack bar. The hours of oper-
ation are 0900-2400 Monday-Saturday and 
1300-2400 on Sunday. The telephone num-
he, is 375-8332. 
Weekly movie schedules are avai lable in 
the Special Services OHice, the student mail 
center and the Na\'y Exchange. A weekly 






Children's rates on Friday nights 
"'-' 
See 
The Troupers of the Gold Coast 
at 
California's First Theatre 
Scott and Pacific St. 
"'-' 
Since 1937 THE TROUPERS OF THE GOLD COAST have 
consistently presented the finest entertainment available as they 
re-create the original, authentic Melodramas of the mid-nineteenth 
century. 
Only in Monterey can you jet the oldest 
theatre group in the United Slates 
perform in the oldest theatre 
in the United SUltes. 
"'-' 
PLAYING THRU NOVEMBER 
"FROM RAGS TO RICHES" 
A stirring moral drama recreating the lives or the upper and lower ten 
or New York aociety in the 1880's. 
OPENING FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1964 
"TATTERS THE PET OF SQUATTER'S GULCH" 
"'-' 
ALL TICKETS ARE PRICED $2.00 
Children 12 and under are admitted for half "rice on Frida,s ont,. 
Reservations FR 5-4916 
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PROGRAM FOR CH ILDREN FROM 6 TO 106 
James Thurber's rrMA Y MOONS" will be presented by the Troupers of 
the Cold Coast , as a benefit for the Gateway Center for Retarded Children. 
No charge for children under 12 years when accom/Janied by parent. 
12 to 16, 50c; 16 to 106, $1.00; over 106, "0 charge when accompmtitd 
by parent. 
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TENNIS COURTS BASKETBALL COURTS 
There are two cou rts of championship 
quality located below the swimming pool 
and two cou rts loca ted in front of H errmann 
Hall. These courts are for use by military 
personnel and their dependents. Dependents 
should give way to Naval personnel. 
An outdoor double court is loca ted op-
posite the boiler house behind the Crew's 
Barracks. There is also a small court in 
the gym. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Two courts are located behind the boiler 
house. These courts are on the basketball 
court with removable uprights. One court 
is located at the picnic grounds. BADMINTON 
An outdoor court is located adjacent to 
the swimming pool. Rackets and sbuttle-
cocks are avai lable from the issue room. 
Indoor court in gym. 
SOFTBALL 
A diamond is located behind the Supply 
and Fiscal Building and should be scheduled 




us for help 
If you're thinking about investing, we'd naturally like to do 
business with you. But belore you walk in , we leel you're entitled to 






We believe every investor should have a clear focus on a specific 
investment goal. 
We believe that facts about a company's performance are the best 
basis for an investor's judgment, not rumors or hunches. 
We believe every investor should keep tucked in his mind the fact 
that there is a risk in investing as well as the possibility of gain. 
We believe that an investor should arrive at his decision in his own 
good time, and not be rushed. 
We believe that two heads are usually better than one and welcome 
the chance to discuss an investor's plans. 
for a 
You need no appointment. Come in at your convenience and ask 
Registered Representative. We look forward to your visit. 
Own your share 01 American business 
SCHWABACHER (, 
Members New York Stock Exchange 
TELEPHONE 375·1401 
498 CAllE PRINCIPAL 
Co. 
MONTEREY 
STOP IN, PHONE OR MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY FOR YOUR FREE COPY 
OF ""DIVIDENDS OVER THE YEARS, A BASIC GUIDE FOR COMMON STOCK 
INVESTMENT." IT LISTS MORE THAN 500 STOCKS THAT HAVE PAID A CASH 
DIVIDEND FOR 25 YEARS OR MORE. 
NAM~E ______________________________________________ __ 
ADDRESS __________________________________________ __ 
Poge Forty-S..,." 
SWIMMING POOL 
Open dai ly except Mondays from 1100-
1800 April through September. During this 
period the pool is for use by military per-
sonnel, dependents and bona fide guests. 
The pool is open October through March 
from 1100-1400, Tuesday through Friday, 
for military pe rsonnel. Dressing rooms and 
showers are avai lable. Bathers must provide 
their own towels and suits. Lockers are 
available for stowage of va luables and the 
command is not responsible for lost items 
at the pool. There is a 50-cent charge for 
all guests. 
PICNIC GROUNDS 
Picnic grounds are open at 0700-1800 
daily. Barbecue pits must be reserved in 
advance. Registration for the use of the 
picnic grounds and barbecue pits can be 
made at the recreation office Mondays 
through Fridays. Rules for use of the area 
will be explained to the person reserving the 
barbecue pits. Maximum size is 200 persons. 
Civi l ian parties must be sponsored by mili-
tary personnel attached to the Postgraduate 
SchooL 
Special requests must be made in writing 
to the Deputy Superintendent via the Recre-
ation Officer for other than military picnics 
and also for any parties extending beyond 
1800. 
VACATION AND ENTERTAINMENT 
INFORMATION 
Folders, maps of various camping areas, 
mfJtds and entertainment facilities in Cali-
ffJrnia are availahle at the Special Services 
OHice. 
Disneyland and Magic Kingdom cards are 
availahlt: tIl mi litary personnel which en-
title: them tu appruximOltdy a forty per cent 
tli't:lJUllt OIt OislleylOllid. 
J I Ulltill~ a lie I fishinK iliformatiull UII the 
1 .. 1'> I'atln.:, NatilJllal F'/fCst Area, Furl Ord 
and Hunter Ligen Military Reservation is 
a,·ailable by contacting the Fish and Game 
Commission on Tyler Street, Monterey, 372-
2243, Fort Ord Provost Marshal telephone 
Fort Ord, Hunter Liggett-S-3, Department 
Jolon 1000, Arroyo Seco Guard Station 
(King City) 34·F· l l. 
Boat rentals are available fo r deep lea 
fishing at the Monterey Wharf. Charter boat 
sen'ice may be made at the Wharf by con-
tacting anyone of the many charter boat 
companies. 
ATHLETIC PROGRAM 
The sports program includes: Basketball, 
Softball, Football , Volleyball, Swimming, 
Tennis, Handball, Badminton, Golf, Piltot 
and other competitive sports. Penonnet in-
terested in intra-mural and vanity IpOrtI aft 







Sailing is a layorite sport around the Pftninsula. 
and week.nds lind many boats dotting the bay. 
OTHER RECREATION FACILITIES 
AVAILABLE IN MONTEREY AREA 
Bowling 
Monterey Lanes (open 24 hours a day) 
2161 Fremont, 373-1553. 45 cents [rom 0100 
to 1700; 50 cents from 1700 to 0100, week.-
ends and holidays. 
Cypress Bowl (open 24 hours a day) , Fre-
mane and Casanova, 375-5184. 45 cents from 
2400 to 1730; 50 cents from 1730 to 2400; 
weekends and holidays. 
Rancho Bowl (open 24 hours a day), 227 












PICK-UP & DELIVERY 
Call 
394-1457 
Quality Seryice Always 
• SHIRTS 25c (2 minimum) 
THE CLASSMATE 
40 cents from 1200 to 1700; 45 cents from 
1700 to 2400, weekends and holidays. 
NAF Bowl-NAF Monterey, 372-7151, ex-
tension 469. 25 cents any time. Open 1600 
to 2200 weekday.; 1230 to 2200 Saturdays, 
Sundays and holidays. 
Fort Ord Bowl-telephone 242-2944. 25 
cents any time. Open 1000 to 2300 on week-
days, 0900 to 0 100 on Saturdays . 
Fishing 
Boat rentals are available (or deep sea 
fishing at the Monterey Wharf. Motors may 
be checked out of the Issue Room for $2 
per day (see Issue Room). Charter boat serv-
ice may be made at the Wharf by contacting 
anyone of the many charter boat companies. 
Fishing gear may be checked out from the 
Issue Room on a first come first served basis. 
Golf 
Fort Ord Golf Course: 18 holes. Open 
daily 0700 to 1800. Telephone 242-5651. 
Membership fees: Officers, $6; enlisted per-
sonnel, $4 ; Officers, family, $8; enlisted, 
family, $6. Guests: Officers, $2; enlisted, 
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$1.50; dependents, $2; civilians, 3. Reser-
vations for weekends and holidays must be 
made in advance and one member of each 
foursome must be a member. Women's ap· 
parel must be a dress or skirt and blouse. 
Del Monte Golf Course: 18 holes. Open 
0800 to dusk. Telephone 372-4021. Green 
fees: Weekdays $5, weekends and holidays 
$6. Ten play ticket $40 good for one year 
and non-transferable. 
Pacific Crave Golf Course: 18 holes. 
Telephone 375-3456. Green fees: SI.25 for 
nine holes; $2.50 for 18 holes. 
Monterey Peninsula Country Club: 36 
holes. Open 0800 to dusk. Telephone 375-
5 172. May playas guest of member. Green 
fees $5 as guest of member, played with and 
paid for by member; $10 as guest of member 
not played with or paid by member or if a 
member of a California country club. 
Peter Hay Course: A par Three, nine hole 
golf course located just across from the 
Pebble Beach Golf Shop where you may 
purchase a ticket for $2 all day. No caddy 
necessary, just carry three clubs. 
-Linda McCulloch 
ROLLER SKATING FUN FOR ALL THE FAM ILY 
:De! .MONte vllrdCHS SklltiNg ArCHil 
EVENINGS 
Nightly 8 P.M .•• cept Monday 
Monday Reserved lor Private Partie, 
Excellent lor Section Parties 
Call for Reservations 
AFTERNOON 
MATINEES 
Saturday, Sundoy and 
School Holidays 
2 P.M. to 4 P.M. 
CLASSES: CHILDREN Sat. 12 Noon ADULTS Tues. 7 P.M. 
2020 DEL MONTE AVENUE _ MONTEREY 
SERVICES 
New Goodyear Tires 
Recopping - 1 Day Service 
Wheel Boloncing 
Front Alignment and Service 
Brake Service 
Muffler ond Toil Pipe Service 




TIRES - TUBES - BA nERIES 
20,000 Mile Guarante. Recapping 
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WINNERS OF THE LADIES GOLf ASSOCIATION FALL TOURNAMENT 
The Foil Tournament 01 'he Loc/ies Gall Auociatiol'l was he/J recently , and .... elmiral '.'9;1'1 preseflted 
trophies to th. obo¥'e winners: (from 1.It) Mrs. R. E. N./so". first flight ru"".r·up; Mrs. J. R. Johnson. 
nine hoI. Hight runn.r·up: Mrs . P. W . Nicholas . nine hole flight winner; Mrs. L. R. Eding , championship 
471 
flight winner .. Mrs. J . C. DeWitt , medalist, and Mrs. H. W. A/Mrs, first flight winner. 
The presentation of trophies was made at a luncheon meeting at 'he Nary Clubhouse. 
U.S. Nary photo 
BINGO HELD WEDNESDAYS 
AT THE OFFICERS CLUB 
Featuring 









AlllA WHITE SHOULDERS 
NINt RICCI 
Fine Perfumes by 
4711 RAPHAEL 
WORTH WElL 
DANA BAL DE TATE 
COTY (HAS. BLAIR 
CARON MARCEL ROCHAS 
(HANEL NETTIE ROSENSTEIN 
lANVIN MYURGI ... 
COROAY MATCHABELLI 
Plus J.welry _ Gilts - Party Paper Goods - Men's Line 
COSMETlC CONSULTATlON 
10 A.M. 10 5,)0 P.M. • CLOSED SUNDAY 
ALVARADO, MONTEREY PHONE 375-5518 
Poge Forty-Nine 
LADIES' GOLF 
Recently inaugurated by the Ladies Golf 
Association was the !fHome and Home" 
match, £i rst in a series of matches to be 
played by members of the Ladies Golf Asso-
ciation with members of other local ladies' 
golf associations. In November, a match 
was played with the Monterey Pines Club 
of Del Monte. A coHee hour preceded the 
tournament, and pictured below are some: 
of those who participated: (from ldt) Mrs. 
J. W. Shong, captain of the Ladies Golf 
Association j Mrs. L. E. Kinsler, Mrs. J. C. 
DeWitt, Mrs. Arthur Marshall, Miss Ger. 
maine Flamand, Mrs. T. F. Nichols and 
Mrs. Frank. Frizzell. 
YOUR "0" CLUB 
The staff of the Open Mess hopes to 
contribute its share toward mak.ing your 
leisure hours more enjoyable ones. 
The club caters to all your needs for 
section parties in the Trident Room, Cop-
per Cup Room, Stern Room, Bridge Room, 
or SilL:. Horse Lounge, with Happy Hour 
prices fo r the duration of your party. From 
an informal r'Broi l Your Own Steak" party 
to a formal dinner, consider your no" Club. 
Charge any of your drinks or eats by 
signing the guest check with your name and 
box numNr. You will be billed once a 
month. 
On special occasions such as Easter, 
Mother's Day and New Year's the Club has 
burrel dinners for your entertainment. 
Coming soon is the New Year's Eve 
party. For only $5.50 you may have a 
prime rib dinner, noisemakers and hats, 
and dancing until 1 :30 a .m. Make your 
reservations now. 
Each 'Vednesday evening your no" Club 
serves dinner at 6:30 p.m. and hosts a social 
hour at 8:30 p.m. The last Wednesday of 
each month the dinner is a roast beef burrel 
which has been enthusiastically reai\-ed. 
For a delightful evening of good food and 
bingo, attend your Club on Wednaday 
evenings. 
Reservations are essential for a properly 
run club. You are asked to help by callinc 
FR 2·1339 or FR 2-7171, ext. 325. 
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Judy Myers gets ready to roll tnat str i.e ball in 
'he Wednesday Morning Bow/ing League 
at the US NPGS Lones. 
WEDNESDAY MORNING 
" COFFEETIMERS" 
Still in first place in the !lCoHeetimer" 
League (USNPGS Lanes) are "The Sleep-
ers" (Jan Wurth, captain). liThe Alley-
ca ts" have moved into second place-Judy 
Myers is their team captain. 
Lorraine Spadoni is at the top of the 
board in all respects having bowled the high 
game (201), high game with handicap, also 
high series and high series with handicap. 
During league competition aney Wood 
bowled a 160 which is 65 pins above her 
average (95). Needless to say the opposing 
team was in awe. Congratulations, Nancy! 
-Suzie deBoxlel 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT LEAGUE 
Leading the Wednesday Night Wives 
League of the Postgraduate School are Betty 
Harrison with 215 and Donna Mitchell with 
202. Claudia York rolled 5 18 to claim high 
series to date . Arley Furminger holds a 587 
for high handicap series. 
In first place with a 24-12 record are the 
2161 FREMONT 
THE CLASSMATE 
Oflicers 0' the Wednesday Morning "Cof/ee-
t imers" League are (ltam lelf ) Penny Bangert , 
president.. Shirley Gardella , secretory; SUlie 
deSaxte/, '(ice-presid. nt, and Lorraine 
Spadoni, treasurer. 
Alley Cats. Following right behind are the 
Harrassed Housewives wi th a 23- 13. 
Anyone interested in substi tuting may 
call 394-0755. -Arle, r"""ingtT 
THURSDAY MORNING LEAGUE 
The first meeting of the Thursday Morn-
ing Bowling League was held September to. 
DOllie Lee was elected vice president and 
Barbara Scantlin was elected treastu rer. The 
first games bowled were to establish aver-
ages. The fo llowing week teams were chosen 
and names selected : 
The Four Dong Dings-Barbara Lighton, 
team captain. 
The Dotts-Jan O'Pezio 
The Gutter Dusters-Elaine Logie 
T he Bags-Cloria Bassett 
First Ladies-Rusty White 
Handicap--Terry Sickman 
The Foul Balls-Beverly Meredi th 
The King Pin.5-J erry Wakeland 
The Thursday Morning Bowling League 
teams have been bowling very well lately. 
Everyone's averages are buildi ng and the 
competition is getting more keen each week. 
We had a couple of outs tanding events 
during the month of October. Barbara 
Lighton made a 3-7-10 combination, and 
PHONE 37].1553 
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L.e Ba •• r pids up her boll and hopes for another 
stri" during a W.dnesday Morning 
League gam • . 
Rusty White bowled a high game 01 223. 
The league leaders are now the First 
Ladies who broke the first place tie with 
Gutter Dusters on October 29. 
Anyone interested in bowling as a substi-
tute in the Thursday Morning League please 
call Dottie Lee, 375- 1842. -Dottie Lee 
POSTGRADUATE WIVES LEAGUE 
We have had some very nice bowling in 
the P.G. Wives League which bowls T ues-
day nights at the Monterey Lanes, not the 
least of which are our 200 bowlers, led by 
Eileen Schaff with a 209 game. Following 
her are Leo Olmstead wi th 207 and Tanya 
D'Armand had a 205 game. Nice going! 
To date, Ei leen Scharf is leading wi th a 
high average of 154. Our high series handi-
cap is currently held by Tanya D'Armand 
wi th a nice 604. 
Our first, second and third place teams 
are having a very close battle, so getting a 
trophy in this league will be a fu ll time job! 
-Alice Th ompson 
TUESDAY MORNING LEAGUE 
The Tuesday A.M. Bowling League, 
USNPCS Lanes, is roll ing right along wi th 
much enthusiasm. 
The most recent "split-getters!' are Jo 
Kollman 5-71 Bobbie McMahon 3-101 Cissy 
McDonough 2-7. Margaret T ynan, who ha ils 
from Canada and has never bowled Ameri-
can style, picked up the 4-7-10 and the 4-5 
in one game. 
Delores Brown is the most improved 
bowler thus far with a 30 pin increase in 
her average. Cynth ia Kryway holds high 
game (1 99) and high series (488) . 
It was decided, by majority vote l at a 
recent meet ing to award silver instead of 
trophies at the end of the season. 
-Cecil N .,bitt 
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THE SAUNA BATH 
In Building 210 nea r the swimming pool 
there is the Sauna bath. The Sauna is a 
" Bath of very hot, dry air." Humidity is 
extremely low--only 7 or 8 per cent, enab-
ling you to withstand and enjoy tempera-
tures (rom 175 degrees and up. Even at this 
temperature the dry air is much morc com-
fortab le than 120 degrees in wa ter-saturated 
steam rooms. 
Here is what happens when you go to the 
Sauna : 
You are helped to relax comple tely. When 
you ta ke a Sauna bath, you can feel muscles 
begin to relax. 
Because the humidity is low, there is 
surprisingly little sensation of heat, and no 
discom fort, as in a steam bath. 
Perspiration is copious and the body is 
cleansed far mOTC thoroughly than by ordi-
nary soap and watH bathing. A clean skin is 
essential to a fine complexion. 
TUESDAY NIGHT LEAGUE 
In the Tuesday Night League at the Mon-
terey Lanes, Charlotte Monson recently 
bowled a nice 202. 
After 10 or 15 minutes in the Sauna, a 
shower or a dip in the pool brings a feeling 
of refreshment and pleasure beyond descrip-
tion. Following 10 or 20 minutes of shower-
ing or swimming, many people like to re-
enter the Sauna room and repeat the c)'cle 
once or even twice more. 
Hours are: 8:00 a.m.-II :00 a.m. Ladies, 
II :00 a.m.·2:00 p.m. Men, 2:00 p.m.· 
6:00 p.m. All. 
CHRISTMAS·RED CHEESE BALL 
VZ lb. natural cheddar cheese, finely grated 
1 three ounce package soft cream cheese 
3 tablespoons sherry 
114 cup pitted ripe olives, coarsely chopped 
IJz teaspoon Worcestershire 
Dash each of onion, garlic, and ce lery salt 
lIz cup dried beef, coarsely snipped 
Several days ahead (or day before) ; In large 
bowl beat cheeses with sherry, olives, Worcester· 
shire and salts, till combined. Shape into ball , 
wrap in foil ; refrigerate. About 30 minutes before 
serving remove foil from cheese ball, round up with 
hands; then roll in dried beef till completely cov· 
ered. These two cheese balls look very colorful 
and Christmas·like set on the same tray or platter, 
surrounded by a variety of crackers. 
NATIONAllY FAMOUS BRANDS AT 
lOCAllY FAMOUS lOW PRICES! 
DUNLOP --- B. F. GOODRICH --- MOHAWK 
SIMONIZ ---- DU PONT ---- PRESTONE 
TURTLE WAX RUBBERMAID --- RECAPPING 
AUTOLITE - MOTOR ACCESSORIES - WHEEL ALIGNING 




OF ~oft WATER 
o 00U ov 
Over in the Engineering School, they will tell 
you that 5/ 8ths of the wortd is covered with 
water .. , and most of it is hard. 
o o o 
The water on the Monterey Peninsula, for most 
part is pretty good, tastes wet . . (a lot 
better than some of the places where you 
have been stationed) . but every drop of 
it is hard. 
o o o o o 
you can 't expect to let your laundry clean with 
hard water. All the equ ipment makers agree 
that soft wlter cleans better and cuts 
soap bills in half. 
o 0 o o 
Your distlwastler dries by evaporation, the 
water goinl off into ttle lir and leaving the 
lime and other minerals to water spot your 
glasses and silverware. With soft water service 
this never happens, as the softener holds bacll 
the lime ... and it also filters the water you 
U5O. 
o o o o o 
With soft water service, there is no ring in the 
tub . 
o ~ C 0 o o 
All the leading beauty shops, laundries, hos· 
pitals and restaurants have soft water, IS well 
as hundreds of Navy families. 
o o 0 o o 0 
People in La Mesa ViIIlge can try soft water 
service for a couple of weeks FREE. There is 
no installation charge either. After I couple of 
weeks, if you wlnt to continue the service, 
the regular low rates will apply ... as tow 
as a dollar I week, depending on the size of 
the family. 
o o o o o o 
For your FREE trial, why don't you phone the 
Ihe SERVISOFT offie. "Ih! now ... 375-5511 
SERVISOFT is the oldest company in ttle busi-
ness and takes care of many of )'Our nti, hbors 
and friends. 
o o d 
o 
There is no oblilation . .• nothin. to buy ..• 
nothinl to siln . Service over entire Peninsula. 
You will be I mlzed the differene. that 
SERVISOfT soft water serviCI can malle. 
~H~E 375-5511 TODAY 
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BERG'S FORTE IS THE KNIT! • 3 NEW WOOL KNITS ARE SHOWN BY OUR GRACEFUL MODELS 
left - Norma Nicolls wears the new 2 piece Amalfi, on imported Italian 1000;0 wool knit. It comes in green or white, 
has a cardigan neckline. $90.00 
center - Joyce Knapp wears a 3 piece Heatherton, made in Italy, 100"/0 wool navy knit suit with striped sleeveless 
cowl shell. $110.00 
right - The new 3 piece wool knit suit by Butte is No. 1 on the hit parade. Jacket and shell have a satin edging, 
available in black, white, raspberry punch and navy, sizes 8 to 20. $46.00. Modeled by Ellen Biihler. 
USE BERG'S 30 DAY CHARGE ACCOUNT OR PAY 1/ 3 DOWN NOW, 1/ 3 IN JANUARY AND 1/ 3 IN FEBRUARY 
u •• 6.rg'. Layaway or your 8aniAm.ricarcl 
1900 Fremont Boulevard, Seaside - Ord Terrace Shopping Center Phone 394-3394 
